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PUISEUX SERIES POLYNOMIAL DYNAMICS AND
ITERATION OF COMPLEX CUBIC POLYNOMIALS

by Jan KIWI (*)

Abstract. — We let L be the completion of the field of formal Puiseux series
and study polynomials with coefficients in L as dynamical systems. We give a
complete description of the dynamical and parameter space of cubic polynomials
in L[ζ]. We show that cubic polynomial dynamics over L and C are intimately
related. More precisely, we establish that some elements of L naturally correspond
to the Fourier series of analytic almost periodic functions (in the sense of Bohr)
which parametrize (near infinity) the quasiconformal classes of non-renormalizable
complex cubic polynomials. Our techniques are based on the ideas introduced by
Branner and Hubbard to study complex cubic polynomials.

Résumé. — Nous considérons la complétion L du corps des séries formelles de
Puiseux et nous étudions les polynômes à coefficients dans L en tant que systèmes
dynamiques. Nous donnons une description complète de l’espace dynamique et
l’espace des paramètres des polynômes cubiques à coefficients dans L. Nous dé-
montrons que la dynamique cubique sur L et sur C sont intimement liées. Plus
précisement, nous montrons que certains éléments de L correspondent de manière
naturelle à des séries de Fourier de fonctions analytiques presque périodiques (au
sens de Bohr) qui paramétrisent (à l’infini) les classes quasi-conformes des poly-
nômes complexes cubiques non renormalisables. Nos techniques s’appuient sur des
idées introduites par Branner et Hubbard pour l’étude des polynômes cubiques
complexes.

1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to study the dynamics of polynomials over the
completion L of the field of formal Puiseux series with coefficients in an
algebraic closure of Q (see Subsection 2.1). Our interest arises from the
extensive research on the dynamics of rational functions over C and the

Keywords: Puiseux series, Julia sets.
Math. classification: 37F45, 12J25, 32S99.
(*) Supported by “Proyecto Fondecyt #1020711”.



1338 Jan KIWI

recent one over Cp. Non-Archimedean fields such as L seem to be a natural
dynamical space to explore the interplay between non-Archimedean and
complex dynamics. The focus of this paper is on cubic polynomials. We
will show that the techniques developed by Branner and Hubbard [10, 11]
to study complex cubic polynomials merge with some basic ideas from p-
adic dynamics to give a complete picture of the dynamical behavior and
the parameter space of cubic polynomials with coefficients in L. Although
for simplicity we restrict to L, our description extends to cubic polynomi-
als with coefficients in any complete algebraically closed non-Archimedean
field with residual field of characteristic different than 2 and 3, and dense
valuation group.

In this paper we show that the dynamics of a family of cubic polynomials
acting on L is intimately related to the structure of the parameter space
of complex cubic polynomials near infinity. In particular, we show that
some elements of L naturally correspond to the Fourier series of analytic
almost periodic functions (in the sense of Bohr) which parametrize (near
infinity) the quasiconformal classes of non-renormalizable complex cubic
polynomials.

Let us now summarize our results regarding dynamics over L. Given a
degree d > 2 polynomial ϕ with coefficients in L, in analogy with complex
polynomial dynamics (see Section 18 in [23]), the set of non-escaping points
is the filled Julia set K(ϕ) and its boundary J(ϕ) is called the Julia set
of ϕ (see Chapter 6 in [29]). In complex dynamics it is useful to study
the connected components of the filled Julia set. Non-Archimedean fields
are totally disconnected and, following Rivera [29], the analogue discussion
requires to replace the definition of connected components by the weaker
notion of infraconnected components (see Subsection 2.5). As in complex
dynamics, the behavior of the critical points under iterations also plays a
central rôle in the study of dynamics over L. Our first result, which is the
analogue of one by Branner and Hubbard for complex cubic polynomials,
describes the geometry of the filled Julia set according to the behavior of
the critical points.

Theorem 1.1. — Let ϕ ∈ L[ζ] be a cubic polynomial. Then one of the
following three (exclusive) possibilities hold:

(i) Both critical points have bounded orbits. Then ϕ is simple, K(ϕ)
is a closed ball, and J(ϕ) is empty.

(ii) Both critical points escape to infinity. Then K(ϕ) = J(ϕ) is a com-
pact set (and thus a Cantor set). The dynamics over J(ϕ) is topo-
logically equivalent to the one-sided shift on three symbols.

ANNALES DE L’INSTITUT FOURIER



PUISEUX SERIES POLYNOMIAL DYNAMICS 1339

(iii) One critical point escapes and the other one has bounded orbit.
Two sub-cases appear. Let U be the infraconnected component of
K(ϕ) that contains the critical point with bounded orbit.
(a) If U is not periodic, then K(ϕ) = J(ϕ) is a non-empty compact

(Cantor) set.
(b) If U is periodic, then it is a closed ball. In this case, an infra-

connected component V of K(ϕ) is either a closed ball or a
point according to whether ϕn(V ) = U for some n > 0 or not.

Recent results in p-adic dynamics of rational maps reveal the convenience
of studying the action of rational maps over the “Berkovich projective line”
(e.g., see [2, 17]). For simplicity, we will restrict to polynomial dynamics
over L since on one hand our techniques do not require to pass to the
Berkovich space and on the other hand the expert reader will immediately
visualize the Berkovich space dynamical consequences of our results.

Although the precise definition of ϕ being “simple” is given in Subsec-
tion 2.5, intuitively this means that the study of the dynamics of ϕ reduces
to that of a cubic polynomial ϕ̃ : Qa → Qa, where Qa is an algebraic clo-
sure of Q. Case (ii) holds in greater generality. More precisely, in Section 3
we show that a polynomial ϕ of degree d > 2 with all its critical points
escaping has a Cantor set as Julia set J(ϕ) and the dynamics over J(ϕ)
is topologically equivalent to the one-sided shift on d symbols. Note that
only in case (iii a) the Julia set contains a critical point.

As an immediate consequence of the theorem above we obtain the fol-
lowing result.

Corollary 1.2. — For any cubic polynomial ϕ ∈ L[ζ], every infracon-
nected component of the filled Julia set is either a singleton or an eventually
periodic closed ball.

According to Benedetto [5], Sullivan’s no wandering domain Theorem
(e.g., see Appendix F in [24]) does not hold for p-adic polynomials. That is,
there exist polynomials in Cp[ζ] with non-trivial wandering infraconnected
components of their filled Julia set. Moreover, according to Fernandez [18],
this phenomenon occurs in a rather large subset of parameter space. It is
reasonable to conjecture that over fields with residual characteristic zero,
such as L, every non-trivial infraconnected component of the filled Julia
set is eventually periodic (compare with [3]).

In parameter space we work in the space PL ≡ L2 where to each pair
(α, ν) ∈ L2 we associate the polynomial

ϕα,ν(ζ) = ζ3 − 3α2ζ + 2α3 + ν.

TOME 56 (2006), FASCICULE 5



1340 Jan KIWI

Note that the critical points of ϕα,ν are ±α and that ν is the critical value
ϕα,ν(α). Every cubic polynomial is affinely conjugate to at least one in this
family. Moreover, after identification of (α, ν) with (−α,−ν) the space PL
becomes the moduli space of cubic polynomials with marked critical points.
The above parameter space is the analogous of the one used in [23] to study
complex cubic polynomials.

Parameter space is subdivided according to dynamics as follows. We
say that the set of parameters (α, ν) so that the associated polynomial
has an infraconnected filled Julia set is the infraconnectedness locus CL.
From the previous theorem it is easy to conclude that CL = {(α, ν) ∈
PL | |α|o 6 1, |ν|o 6 1}. The shift locus SL is the set of parameters (α, ν)
such that both critical points escape under iterations of the corresponding
polynomial ϕα,ν . Our parameter space description will supply us with the
location of the polynomials that fall into case (iii a) of the theorem above.
More precisely, let AL be the set of all (α, ν) such that under iterations of
ϕα,ν one critical point escapes, the other one has bounded orbit, and the
infraconnected component of the non-escaping critical point is not periodic.

Theorem 1.3. — The boundary of the shift locus is AL.

In particular, cubic polynomials with critical point free Julia sets are
dense in parameter space. According to Benedetto [4] such polynomials
exhibit some sort of hyperbolicity.

We also obtain the following characterization of cubic polynomials having
compact Julia sets. Related results for polynomials over Cp were obtained
by Bezivin (see [7]).

Corollary 1.4. — Let ϕ = ϕα,ν be a cubic polynomial. Then the
following are equivalent:

(i) The Julia set J(ϕ) is a compact non-empty set.
(ii) J(ϕ) = K(ϕ).
(iii) All the cycles of ϕ are repelling.
(iv) (α, ν) is in the closure of the shift locus SL.

In fact, our description of both, dynamical and parameter space, is far
more detailed. A complete discussion is given in Sections 4–6. From this
detailed description we are able to establish the existence of cubic polyno-
mials with coefficients in Qa((t)) which have a recurrent critical point (see
Corollary 5.17 and compare with [28]).

Let us now outline our results regarding complex cubic polynomials.
Following Milnor [23], we work in the parameter space PC ≡ C2 where the

ANNALES DE L’INSTITUT FOURIER
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complex cubic polynomial associated to (a, v) is

fa,v(z) = z3 − 3a2z + 2a3 + v.

The critical points of fa,v are ±a and v = fa,v(a) is a critical value. Every
complex cubic polynomial is affinely conjugate to at least one of the above
form, and after identification of (a, v) with (−a,−v) the parameter space
PC becomes the moduli space of complex cubic polynomials with marked
critical points up to affine conjugation.

Following Branner and Hubbard, PC is subdivided according to how
many critical points escape to ∞. The connectedness locus CC is the com-
pact subset of PC formed by all (a, v) such that the polynomial fa,v has
connected Julia set (i.e., no critical point escapes to ∞). The shift locus
SC consists of all parameters (a, v) so that the corresponding polynomial
fa,v has all its critical points in the basin of infinity. This set is open and
unbounded. The rest of parameter space is the set E formed by the param-
eters of polynomials fa,v such that exactly one critical point escapes to ∞
and the other one has bounded orbit.

Branner and Hubbard [10, 11] gave a fairly complete and beautiful de-
scription of the complement of the connectedness locus. Here we revisit the
structure of parameter space near infinity. Our emphasis will be on the ge-
ometry of E . This set is naturally subdivided into E± according to whether
+a or −a is the escaping critical point. That is,

E± := {(a, v) ∈ PC | ±a /∈ K(fa,v) 3 ∓a}.

We may restrict to the study of E−, since parameter space is endowed
with the (polynomial) involution (a, v) → (−a, v + 4a3) that switches the
marking of the critical points, and therefore interchanges E− with E+.

Polynomials in E− can be either renormalizable or non-renormalizable.
More precisely, given (a, v) ∈ E− we say that fa,v is renormalizable if
the connected component of K(fa,v) which contains the critical point +a
is periodic (see [22]). Otherwise, we say that fa,v is non-renormalizable.
Therefore, E− splits into two sets:

RC := {(a, v) ∈ E− | fa,v is renormalizable},
NRC := E− \ RC.

Branner and Hubbard reduced the description of RC to that of the Man-
delbrot set and gave a complete description of NRC. The aim of Section 7
of this paper is to revisit Branner and Hubbard’s description for NRC from
a different, but not independent, perspective. More precisely, we will show
that non-Archimedean dynamics naturally produces a model for NRC and
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1342 Jan KIWI

that there is a natural homeomorphism from this model onto NRC (in a
neighborhood of infinity).

To study PC near infinity it is convenient to compactify parameter space
by adding a line L∞ at infinity and identify the resulting space with CP2 ≡
PC ∪ L∞. Thus, PC ≡ {[a : v : 1] | (a, v) ∈ C2} and L∞ ≡ {[a : v :
0] | (a, v) ∈ C2}. The closure of E− in CP2 intersects the line L∞ at
{[1 : 1 : 0], [1 : −2 : 0]} (see Corollary 7.5). Thus we will be interested
on describing NRC in a neighborhood of {[1 : 1 : 0], [1 : −2 : 0]}. More
precisely, for ε > 0, we will consider the neighborhood

Vε = {[1 : v̄ : ā] ∈ PC | 0 < |ā| < ε}

and denote by Πv̄ : Vε → C the projection to the v̄-coordinate.

In order to properly state our results we need to consider the one-
parameter family of cubic polynomials with coefficients in L given by:

ψν(ζ) = t−2(ζ − 1)2(ζ + 2) + ν, ν ∈ L.

Note that ψν has critical points ω± = ±1. It is not difficult to check that,
for all ν, at most one critical point is in the filled Julia set K(ψν). The
analogue of NRC for this family is NRL. By definition NRL consists of
all parameters ν ∈ L such that ω+ = +1 ∈ K(ψν) and the infraconnected
component ofK(ψν) containing ω+ is not periodic. The choice of this family
ψν will be justified after stating our main results.

For ε > 0, let

Hε =
{
h ∈ C | Im(h) > − log ε

2π

}
.

Theorem 1.5. — There exists ε > 0 and a map Φ : Hε × NRL →
NRC ∩ Vε such that:

(i) Φ(·, ν) is holomorphic for all ν. Moreover, Πv̄ ◦Φ(·, ν) is an analytic
almost periodic function in the sense of Bohr, for all ν.

(ii) Φ(h, ·) is continuous for all h ∈ Hε. Furthermore, ν 7→ Πv̄ ◦Φ(·, ν) is
a continuous map from the topology of L to the sup-norm topology
on functions.

(iii) Φ is surjective.
(iv) For all ν ∈ NRL, the critical marked grid (see Subsection 4.1) of

ψν is the same as the critical marked grid of fΦ(h,ν) for any h ∈ Hε.

Every ν ∈ NRL is represented by a series of the form

ν =
∑
λ∈Λ

aλt
λ

ANNALES DE L’INSTITUT FOURIER
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where Λ ⊂ [0,+∞) ∩ Q is a discrete subset of [0,+∞) and aλ ∈ Qa ⊂ C
(see Section 2). In a sense to be precised in Section 7, for ε > 0 small,

ν(e2πih) =
∑
λ∈Λ

aλe
2πiλh

converges for all h ∈ Hε to an analytic almost periodic function. The map
Φ of the previous theorem is simply given by

Φ(h, ν) = [1 : ν(e2πih) : e2πih].

This map is not injective. In fact, let σ : L → L be the unique Galois
automorphism of L over Qa((t)) such that σ(t1/m) = e2πi/mt1/m for all
m ∈ N. It will easily follow that NRL is invariant under σ and

Φ(h− 1, σ(ν)) = Φ(h, ν).

Passing to the quotient we obtain a complete description of NRC near
infinity.

Theorem 1.6. — Define Σ to be the quotient of Hε × NRL by the
identification (h − 1, σ(ν)) ∼= (h, ν), and let $ : Hε × NRL → Σ be the
natural projection. Then the map

ΦΣ : Σ → NRC ∩ Vε
$((h, ν)) 7→ Φ(h, ν)

is well defined. Moreover, ΦΣ is a homeomorphism.

From the complex dynamics viewpoint, the previous results do not add
any extra information about the structure of NRC to that already given in
Branner and Hubbard’s work. The novelty resides on the construction of
a model for NRC which has a non-Archimedean dynamical nature and in
the technique used to prove the properties of Φ and to show that ΦΣ is a
homeomorphism. We would like to stress that we do not only use Branner
and Hubbard’s insight of cubic parameter space but also our proofs use
two of the main ideas in [10] and [11]: marked grids and the wringing
construction. Moreover, the picture given by Branner and Hubbard of the
complement of the connectedness locus is far more complete than the one
presented in this paper. Rather than summarizing this picture here we refer
the reader to the excellent exposition given by Branner in [9].

Let us discuss the main ideas involved in the proofs of theorems 1.5
and 1.6. Periodic curves play a key rôle. For each n ∈ N, the periodic curve
Per(n) ⊂ C2 ≡ PC is the algebraic set formed by all (a, v) such that the
critical point +a has period exactly n under fa,v. Periodic curves of cu-
bic polynomials were studied by Milnor in [23]. The analogous curves for
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quadratic rational functions have been extensively studied by Rees (e.g.
see [26]). From general complex dynamics results, NRC \ intNRC is con-
tained in the closure of ∪Per(n). Although Branner and Hubbard proved
that intNRC = ∅ we will give a different (but not independent) proof of
this result. Thus, our strategy to describe NRC near L∞ will be to study
the branches of periodic curves at L∞ and then “pass to limit”. More pre-
cisely, Puiseux series of the branches of periodic curves at L∞ constitute
the bridge which will allow us to move between dynamics over L and dy-
namics over C. The main reason being that ν ∈ L is the Puiseux series of
a branch of Per(n) if and only if the critical point ω+ has period exactly
n under ψν (Corollary 7.15). So we let PerL be the set of all ν ∈ L which
are the Puiseux series of a branch of some periodic curve and use our re-
sults about dynamics over L to show that the closure PerL of PerL in L is
the set PerL ∪NRL (Corollary 7.16). We will show that the position of the
branches of Per(n) at L∞ is quite special. In certain sense, they are “uni-
formly transversal” to L∞. More precisely, the projection of any branch on
a fixed small curve C transversal to L∞ is an unramified covering (Proposi-
tion 7.6). This gives a uniform “parametrization” of all branches of ∪Per(n)
in a neighborhood of infinity by Hε × PerL (Corollary 7.7) which can be
pushed to a “parametrization” of NRC by Hε ×NRL. The detailed order
in which these arguments are organized is described in the introduction to
Section 7.

Let us now outline the structure of the paper:

Section 2 consists of some preliminaries. After giving a short discussion
about the field L we summarize the basic properties of the action of polyno-
mials on L. Then we introduce “affine partitions” of a closed ball (which in
the language of [16] are the “classes” of a closed ball) and show that poly-
nomials act on affine partitions. We continue with some dynamical aspects
of polynomials in L such as their Fatou and Julia sets, and infraconnected
components of their filled Julia set. Simultaneously we discuss the basic
combinatorial structure of the dynamical space of polynomials in L given
by balls and annuli of level n.

Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1 which describes the
Julia set of polynomials with all their critical points escaping.

Section 4 contains a detailed study of the geometry of the filled Julia
set of cubic polynomial with one critical point non-escaping and the other
one in the basin of infinity. This study is based on Branner and Hubbard’s
ideas for organizing the relevant combinatorial information by introducing

ANNALES DE L’INSTITUT FOURIER
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marked grids. This section concludes with the proof of a stronger version
of Corollary 1.2, a result which establishes the equivalence of the first three
statements of Corollary 1.4 and Proposition 4.9 regarding the topological
entropy of cubic polynomials.

In Section 5 for any α ∈ L outside the closed unit ball, we consider the
one-parameter family of cubic polynomials of the form ζ 7→ α−2(ζ−1)2(ζ+
2) + ν where ν ∈ L and give a detailed description of the corresponding
parameter space. These families will be fundamental to obtain a description
of the parameter space PL and, in the case α = t, to study the parameter
space PC close to infinity.

In Section 6 we give a detailed description of the parameter space PL.
In particular, we use the results of Section 5 to prove Theorem 1.3 and we
finish the proof of Corollary 1.4.

In Section 7 we prove theorems 1.5 and 1.6 following the ideas explained
above. We summarize the organization of this section in its introduction.

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Juan Rivera Letelier for intro-
ducing me into non-Archimedean dynamics. The influence of conversations
with him are scattered all over this work. I am grateful to John Milnor since
an important motivation for this paper was my interest on understanding
the Puiseux-Laurent series of some ends of periodic curves computed by
him in a short note that he kindly gave to me some years ago. I thank
Manuel Elgueta and Alejandro Ramirez for useful conversations regarding
almost periodic functions. I would like to thank the Royal Society for fund-
ing my trip to England during April 2004. The conversations held with
Adam Epstein and Mary Rees during this trip were very helpful to orga-
nize the exposition of these results. I am extremely grateful to the referee
that read an earlier version of this paper and made detailed suggestions to
improve the statements, organization and exposition of the results.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. The completion of formal Puiseux series

Let Qa((t)) be the field of formal Laurent series in t with coefficients in
Qa ⊂ C where Qa is the algebraic closure of Q contained in C. Given a
non-zero Laurent series

ζ =
∑
j>j0

ajt
j ∈ Qa((t))

TOME 56 (2006), FASCICULE 5
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define the order of ζ by

ord(ζ) = min{j | aj 6= 0}

and consider the non-Archimedean valuation in Qa((t)) given by

|ζ|o = e− ord(ζ).

The field of formal Puiseux series with coefficients in Qa, denoted Qa〈〈t〉〉,
is the algebraic closure of Qa((t)) (e.g., see page 17 in [13]). Each element
of Qa〈〈t〉〉 may be identified with a Laurent series in t1/m for some m ∈ N.
That is, for any ζ ∈ Qa〈〈t〉〉 there exists m ∈ N such that

ζ =
∑
j>j0

ajt
j/m ∈ Qa((t1/m)).

The unique extension of | · |o from Qa((t)) to Qa〈〈t〉〉 is given by

|ζ|o = e− ord(ζ)

where

ord(ζ) =
min{j | aj 6= 0}

m

provided that ζ 6= 0. The valuation group of Qa〈〈t〉〉 is eQ.

We denote by L the completion of Qa〈〈t〉〉. The elements of L may be
identified with the series

ζ =
∑
λ∈Q

aλt
λ

where aλ ∈ Qa and the set {λ | aλ 6= 0} is discrete and bounded below
in R (i.e., an increasing sequence of rationals tending to ∞). Moreover,
|ζ|o = e− ord(ζ) where ord(ζ) = min{λ ∈ Q | aλ 6= 0} if ζ 6= 0. Therefore, the
valuation group |L?|o is also eQ. Since L is the completion of an algebraically
closed field we have that L is also algebraically closed (e.g., see [14]).

The ring of integers OL = {ζ ∈ L | |ζ|o 6 1} contains as unique maximal
ideal ML = {z ∈ L | |ζ|o < 1}. The residual field L̃ is by definition OL/ML

which is canonically isomorphic to Qa.

It is worth to mention that any algebraically closed, complete non-Archi-
medean field with valuation group dense in [0,+∞) ⊂ R and characteristic
0 residual field contains a subfield isomorphic to L.

ANNALES DE L’INSTITUT FOURIER



PUISEUX SERIES POLYNOMIAL DYNAMICS 1347

2.2. Polynomial maps in L

In this subsection we summarize some basic properties of polynomial
maps in L. Although most of these properties also hold for the larger
class of holomorphic maps we only state them for polynomials in order to
keep the exposition as simple as possible. For general background in non-
Archimedean dynamics we refer the reader to [30] and Chapter 6 in [29]
which is not contained in [30].

For r ∈ |L?|o and ζ0 ∈ L we say that

B+
r (ζ0) = {ζ ∈ L | |ζ − ζ0|o 6 r}

is a closed ball and

Br(ζ0) = {ζ ∈ L | |ζ − ζ0|o < r}

is an open ball. If r /∈ |L?|o, then B+
r (ζ0) = Br(ζ0) is an irrational ball. The

reader should be aware that, despite these names, topologically speaking
every ball is open and closed.

Consider ϕ(ζ) ∈ L[ζ] and ζ0 ∈ L. The largest integer d0 such that (ζ −
ζ0)d0 divides ϕ(ζ) − ϕ(ζ0) is called the degree of ϕ at ζ0 and denoted by
degζ0(ϕ). If the degree of ϕ at ζ0 exceeds 1, we say that ζ0 is a critical
point of multiplicity multϕ(ζ0) = degζ0(ϕ)− 1.

Suppose that ϕ(B) = B′ where B is some subset of L. If there exists an
integer dB > 1 such that

dB =
∑

{ζ∈B|ϕ(ζ)=ζ′}

degζ(ϕ)

for all ζ ′ ∈ B′, then we say that ϕ : B → B′ has degree dB = degB(ϕ).

Balls map onto balls under polynomial maps (see [30] page 167).

Proposition 2.1. — Let ϕ(ζ) ∈ L[ζ] be a polynomial of degree deg(ϕ).
Consider a closed (resp. open, irrational) ball B ⊂ L. Then the following
hold:

(i) ϕ(B) is a closed (resp. open, irrational) ball.
(ii) ϕ : B → ϕ(B) has a well defined degree degB(ϕ).
(iii) ϕ−1(B) is a disjoint union of closed (resp. open, irrational) balls

B1, . . . , Bk such that∑
degBi

(ϕ) = deg(ϕ).

TOME 56 (2006), FASCICULE 5
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(iv)

degB(ϕ)− 1 =
∑
ζ∈B

(degζ(ϕ)− 1) =
∑

ζ∈Crit(ϕ)∩B

mult(ζ)

where Crit(ϕ) is the set formed by the critical points of ϕ.

Statement (iv) makes a substantial difference between dynamics over
fields with characteristic zero residual fields (e.g., L) and dynamics over
fields with residual fields with non-vanishing characteristic (e.g., Cp).

Sketch of the Proof. — Statements (i)–(iii) follow by inspection of the
Newton polygon of ϕ. We refer the reader to [14] for background on Newton
polygons and [30] for a proof of (i)–(iii) in the context of p-adic holomor-
phic functions that applies without modifications to our context. Statement
(iv) follows from a simple observation. Without loss of generality we may
assume that: B and ϕ(B) are balls which contain the origin, ϕ(0) 6= 0, and
ϕ′(0) 6= 0. Since natural numbers have valuation 1, the Newton polygon of
ϕ translated to the left by 1 and restricted to the right half plane is the
Newton polygon of ϕ′. Therefore the number of zeros of ϕ in B minus 1
coincides with the number of zeros of ϕ′ in B. �

We say that A ⊂ L is an annulus if

A = {ζ ∈ L | log |ζ − ζ0|o ∈ I}

for some ζ0 ∈ L and some interval I ⊂ (−∞,∞). We say that A is an open
(resp. closed) annulus if I is open (resp. closed) interval. The length of I
is by definition the modulus of A, denoted modA. The next proposition
describes how the modulus of an annulus changes under the action of a
polynomial ϕ.

Proposition 2.2. — If A,A′ are annuli and ϕ(ζ) ∈ L[ζ] is such that
ϕ(A) = A′, then ϕ : A→ A′ has a well defined degree degA(ϕ) and

degA(ϕ) ·modA = modA′.

The statement of Lemma 5.3 in [27] is the same than the one of the
previous proposition but in the context of holomorphic functions in Cp.
Rivera’s proof applies to our setting as well.

We will also need the following version of Schwarz’s Lemma (see [30])
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Lemma 2.3. — Consider ϕ(ζ) ∈ L[ζ]. Assume that ϕ(B0) ⊂ B1 where
Bi is a ball of radius ri for i = 0, 1. Then, for all ζ1, ζ2 ∈ B0:

|ϕ(ζ1)− ϕ(ζ2)|o 6
r1
r0
|ζ1 − ζ2|o(2.1)

|ϕ′(ζ1)|o 6
r1
r0
.(2.2)

Moreover, equality holds at some ζ1, ζ2 in (2.1) or at some ζ1 in (2.2) if and
only if equality holds for all ζ1, ζ2 in (2.1) and all ζ1 in (2.2).

The next lemma will be useful to count the number of fixed points inside
a given closed ball.

Lemma 2.4. — Let ϕ ∈ L[ζ]. Let B and B′ be closed balls such that
B′ = ϕ(B) ⊃ B. Denote by |FixB(ϕ)| the number of fixed points of ϕ in
B counting multiplicities. If degB(ϕ) > 1 or B ( B′, then

|FixB(ϕ)| = degB(ϕ).

Proof. — Without loss of generality B = B+
1 (0).

In the case that there exists ζ0 ∈ B such that |ϕ′(ζ0)|o > 1, after conjuga-
tion by ζ 7→ ζ− ζ0, we may assume that ζ0 = 0. It follows that the Newton
polygons for ϕ(ζ) and ϕ(ζ)−ζ coincide and therefore |FixB(ϕ)| = degB(ϕ).

For the case in which |ϕ′(ζ)|o 6 1 for all ζ ∈ B we write

ϕ(ζ) = α0 + α1ζ + · · ·+ αnζ
n

and observe that ϕ(B) = B and that |αk|o 6 1 for all k. Also, the number
of zeros of ϕ in B is degB(ϕ) and coincides with the maximal index k for
which |αk|o = 1. Since the coefficient of ζk in ϕ(ζ) − ζ coincides with αk
for all k 6= 1, if degB(ϕ) > 1, then ϕ(ζ) − ζ has exactly degB(ϕ) zeros in
B (counting multiplicities). �

2.3. Affine Partitions

In the study of iterations of rational functions on p-adic fields it is useful
to consider their action on projective systems (see [30]). For polynomials
the situation is simpler and we will just need to consider affine partitions
(compare with the “classes” of a ball in [16]).

By definition, the canonical affine partition

Pc = {B1(c) | c ∈ L̃}
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is the collection of equivalence classes of the ring OL = B+
1 (0) modulo the

ideal ML = B1(0). The affine partition PB0 associated to a closed ball B0

is:
{h−1(B) | B ∈ Pc}

where h : L → L is an affine map such that h(B0) = B+
1 (0). Affine parti-

tions are parametrized by the residual field L̃ and the parametrization is
unique up to L̃–affine maps. Therefore, affine partitions inherit the affine
structure of A1(L̃).

Proposition 2.5. — Let ϕ : L → L be a polynomial. Given a closed
ball B0 ⊂ L, let B1 = ϕ(B0). Denote by P0 and P1 the associated affine
partitions. Then:

(i) There is a well defined induced action on the affine partitions given
by:

ϕ∗ : P0 → P1

B 7→ ϕ(B)

Moreover, ϕ∗ is a polynomial from the affine structure of P0 to that
of P1.

(ii) deg(ϕ∗) = degB0
(ϕ).

(iii) degB(ϕ∗) = degB(ϕ) for all B ∈ P0.

Proof. — We first apply an affine change of coordinates in the domain
and the range so that B0 = B1 = B+

1 (0). Hence ϕ(ζ) = α0+· · ·+αnζn with
|αk|o 6 1 for all k = 0, . . . , n. Now let π : B+

1 (0) → L̃ be the quotient map
and for ζ ∈ B+

1 (0) let ζ̃ = π(ζ). It follows that ϕ̃(ζ̃) = α̃0 + · · · + α̃dζ̃
d is

such that π ◦ϕ = ϕ̃◦π where d = degB0
(ϕ). Thus ϕ∗(π−1(ζ̃)) = π−1(ϕ̃(ζ̃))

and ϕ∗, in these coordinates, becomes ϕ̃. From where (i) and (ii) easily
follow.

For (iii), without loss of generality we may assume that B = ϕ(B) =
π−1(0). Under this assumption ϕ̃(ζ̃) = α̃j ζ̃

j +O(ζ̃j+1). It follows that j is
the smallest index such that |αj |o = 1. Looking at the Newton polygon of
ϕ we conclude that j is the degree of ϕ : B → B and (iii) follows. �

2.4. Fatou and Julia Sets

Given ϕ ∈ L[ζ], in analogy with complex polynomial dynamics, the filled
Julia set is defined by

K(ϕ) := {ζ ∈ L | |ϕn(ζ)|o 6→ ∞}.
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That is, the filled Julia set is the complement of the basin of ∞. The Julia
set J(ϕ) is the boundary of K(ϕ) and the Fatou set F (ϕ) is L \ J(ϕ).

Although J(ϕ) might be empty (e.g., J(ζ2) = ∅), the filled Julia set K(ϕ)
is always non-empty since it contains the periodic points of ϕ. According
to Proposition 6.2 in [29] a polynomial Julia set can be characterized as
follows:

J(ϕ) = ∂K(ϕ)

= {ζ ∈ L | ∪
n>1

ϕn(U) = L for all open sets U with ζ ∈ U}.

2.5. Dynamical balls, dynamical ends, and infraconnected
components of a filled Julia set

Throughout this subsection, let ϕ be a degree d > 1 polynomial of the
form:

ϕ(ζ) = α0 + α1ζ + · · ·+ αdζ
d ∈ L[ζ]

where αd 6= 0. Following Section 6.1 of [29], let

Rϕ := max

(∣∣∣∣αiαd
∣∣∣∣ 1

d−i

o

,

∣∣∣∣ 1
αd

∣∣∣∣ 1
d−1

o

)
.

Then it is easy to check that K(ϕ) ⊂ ϕ−1({|ζ|o 6 Rϕ}) ⊂ {|ζ|o 6 Rϕ} and

K(ϕ) = {ζ ∈ L | |ϕn(ζ)|o 6 Rϕ for all n > 1}.

Lemma 2.6. — Given a polynomial ψ ∈ L[ζ] there exists another poly-
nomial ϕ ∈ L[ζ] affinely conjugate to ψ such that

Rϕ = diamK(ϕ) = sup{|ζ1 − ζ2|o | ζ1, ζ2 ∈ K(ϕ)}.

Proof. — After an affine conjugacy ψ becomes ϕ(ζ) = α1ζ + · · ·
+ αd−1ζ

d−1 + ζd. Note that

Rϕ = max({|αj |
1

d−j
o | 1 6 j < d} ∪ {1}).

Hence, if Rϕ = 1, then K(ϕ) = B+
1 (0). Otherwise, Rϕ > 1 and from the

Newton polygon of ϕ we deduce that there exists ζ0 such that |ζ0|o = Rϕ
and ϕ(ζ0) = 0 ∈ K(ϕ). �

Definition 2.7. — We say that D0 = B+
Rϕ

(0) is the dynamical ball of
level 0 of ϕ. The set ϕ−n(D0) is the union of finitely many pairwise disjoint
closed balls which we call level n dynamical balls.
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Later we will introduce “parameter” balls of level n. Often, when clear
from the context, a dynamical ball will be simply called a ball.

Observe that each ball of level n > 0 is contained in exactly one of level
n− 1 and maps onto a level n− 1 ball.

Definition 2.8. — A dynamical end E is a sequence {Dn}n>0 such
that Dn is a ball of level n and Dn+1 ⊂ Dn for all n.

The map ϕ acts on ends. In fact, given an end E = {Dn(E)} let
Dn(ϕ(E)) = ϕ(Dn+1(E)) for all n > 0. It follows that ϕ(E) = {Dn(ϕ(E))}
is an end which we call the image of E under ϕ.

Following Escassut [15] a bounded subset X of L is called infraconnected
if for all disjoint closed balls B0, B1 such that X ⊂ B0 ∪ B1 we have that
either X ⊂ B0 or X ⊂ B1. An infraconnected component of Y ⊂ L is
an equivalence class of the relation that identifies two points ζ0, ζ1 if there
exists an infraconnected subset of Y containing both ζ0 and ζ1.

Proposition 6.8 in [29] reads as follows:

Lemma 2.9. —

(i) If E = {Dn} is an end, then ∩Dn is empty, or a singleton, or a
closed ball, or an irrational ball.

(ii) If ζ ∈ K(ϕ), then there exists a unique end E(ζ) = {Dn(ζ)} such
that ζ ∈ ∩Dn(ζ). Moreover, the infraconnected component of K(ϕ)
which contains ζ is ∩Dn(ζ).

(iii) For any ζ ∈ K(ϕ), the infraconnected component of K(ϕ) which
contains ζ is a singleton if and only if ζ ∈ J(ϕ).

If the filled Julia set of a polynomial ϕ is a closed ball, then the main
dynamical features of ϕ are described by the action of ϕ∗ in the affine
partition associated to K(ϕ). Following Rivera (see [30] Definition 4.31)
we have the following definition.

Definition 2.10. — We say that a polynomial ϕ ∈ L[ζ] is simple if
there exists a closed ball B such that ϕ(B) = B and degB(ϕ) = deg(ϕ).
When B = B+

1 (0) we say that ϕ has good reduction.

A well known result in complex polynomial dynamics states that the
filled Julia set of a polynomial f is connected if and only if all the critical
points of f have bounded orbit (e.g., see Theorem 9.5 in [24]). A similar
result is also valid for polynomial dynamics over L:
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Corollary 2.11. — Let ϕ ∈ L[ζ] and denote by Crit(ϕ) the set of
critical points of ϕ. Then K(ϕ) is infraconnected if and only if Crit(ϕ) ⊂
K(ϕ). In this case, K(ϕ) is a closed ball and ϕ is simple.

Proof. — First suppose that Crit(ϕ) ⊂ K(ϕ). In view of Lemma 2.6 we
may assume the Rϕ = diamK(ϕ). From Proposition 2.1 (iv) it follows that
there exists a unique level 1 dynamical ball D1 and that degD1

ϕ = degϕ.
Hence, D1 must coincide with the level 0 ball D0 since Rϕ = diamK(ϕ)
and K(ϕ) ⊂ D1. Therefore K(ϕ) = D0 and ϕ is simple.

If Crit(ϕ) 6⊂ K(ϕ), then there exist a level with at least two disjoint
balls, say B1 and B2. Each one of these balls Bi contains a periodic point
ζi because there exists k such that ϕk(Bi) ) Bi (Lemma 2.4). It follows
that the infraconnected components C(ζ0), C(ζ1) of K(ϕ) containing ζ0, ζ1
(respectively) are distinct and therefore K(ϕ) is not infraconnected. �

Regarding compactness of J(ϕ) we have the following result.(Compare
with [7].)

Corollary 2.12. — Given ϕ ∈ L[ζ] the following hold:
(i) If J(ϕ) is compact and non-empty, then every infraconnected com-

ponent of K(ϕ) is a singleton.
(ii) If every infraconnected component of K(ϕ) is a singleton, then all

the cycles of ϕ are repelling.

Proof. — For (i) we proceed by contradiction and suppose that J(ϕ) is
compact and non–empty and that there exists and end E = {Dn} such
that C = ∩Dn is a ball or empty. Now let ζ0 ∈ J(ϕ). For all n > 0 there
exists ζn ∈ Dn such that ϕn(ζn) = ζ0 since ϕn(Dn) = D0 ⊃ J(ϕ) 3 ζ0.
Therefore, after passing to a convergent subsequence we obtain a limit point
ζ ∈ J(ϕ) ∩ C = ∅ which is a contradiction.

For (ii), suppose that ζ0 is a period p periodic point. Then {ζ0} =
∩Dn(ζ0) where Dn(ζ0) is the level n ball containing ζ0. The orbit of ζ0
does not contain critical points, for otherwise the infraconnected compo-
nent of ζ0 in K(ϕ) would contain points that are attracted to the cycle of
ζ0. Hence, for n large, ϕp : Dn(ζ0) → Dn−p(ζ0) has degree 1. By Schwarz
Lemma 2.3, |(ϕp)′(ζ0)|o > 1 and ζ0 is repelling. �

2.6. Points and Annuli of level n

Consider a polynomial ϕ ∈ L[ζ], an integer n ∈ N and a point ζ ∈
ϕ−n(D0) where D0 = B+

Rϕ
(0) is the level 0 ball of ϕ. In this case we say
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that ζ is a level n point. Note that ζ is a level k point for all k 6 n. Also,
ζ is contained in a unique level n ball denoted Dn(ζ). The radius of Dn(ζ)
will be denoted by rn(ζ).

Now let r̂ denote the radius of ϕ(D0). We say that A0 = Br̂(0) \D0 is
the level 0 annulus of ϕ. For n ∈ N, we say that the annulus of level n
around ζ is An(ζ) = Brn−1(ζ)(ζ) \ Dn(ζ) where ζ is a level n point. Note
that:

log r̂ − log rn(ζ) =
n∑
`=0

modA`(ζ).

Similarly if E = {Dn} is an end, then we denote by Dn(E) the ball of level
n participating in E and its radius by rn(E). The level n > 1 annulus of E
is An(E) = Brn−1(E)(ζ) \Dn(E) where ζ is any point of Dn(E). Also,

log r̂ − log rn(E) =
n∑
`=0

modA`(E).

We omit the straightforward proof of the following result which shows
the importance of studying the convergence of the sum of the moduli of
annuli.

Lemma 2.13. — Let ζ ∈ K(ϕ) and let E be an end. Then the following
are equivalent:

(i) rn(ζ) → 0 (resp. rn(E) → 0).
(ii)

∑∞
`=0 modA`(ζ) = +∞ (resp.

∑∞
`=0 modA`(E) = +∞).

(iii) {ζ} = ∩Dn(ζ) (resp. ∩Dn(E) is a singleton).

3. Polynomials with all critical points escaping

The Julia set of a degree d > 1 polynomial f : C → C with all its criti-
cal points escaping is a Cantor set. Moreover, the dynamics over its Julia
set J(f) is topologically equivalent to the one–sided shift on d symbols,
and f is uniformly expanding in a neighborhood of J(f) (e.g., see Theo-
rem 9.9 in [8]). The aim of this section is to prove the analogous result for
polynomials acting on L.

Theorem 3.1. — Let ϕ : L → L be a degree d > 2 polynomial with
all critical points escaping (i.e., ω /∈ K(ϕ) for all critical points ω). Then
ϕ : K(ϕ) → K(ϕ) is topologically equivalent to the one–sided shift on d

symbols. Moreover, ϕ is uniformly expanding in a neighborhood of J(ϕ).
In particular, K(ϕ) is a Cantor set and J(ϕ) = K(ϕ). Furthermore, the
intersection of every end is a singleton.
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Before proving the theorem let us be more precise about the definitions
involved in the statement. (Compare with Definition 3.1. in [4] and Defini-
tion 3 in [7]).

Definition 3.2. — We say that ϕ is uniformly expanding on a neigh-
borhood V of J(ϕ) if there exist real numbers 0 < c1 < c2, a bounded
continuous function τ : V → [c1, c2] and λ > 1 such that

τ(ϕ(ζ))|ϕ′|o > λτ(ζ)

for all ζ ∈ V .

Proof of Theorem 3.1. — Let N > 1 be such that ϕN (ω) /∈ D0 for all
critical points ω. That is, the level N balls are critical point free and the
level N − 1 balls are critical value free. Therefore each level N ball maps
bĳectively onto one of level N − 1.

We first show that the intersection of every end E = {Dn} is a singleton.
For this we consider the metric on ϕ−(N−1)(D0) defined by:

ρ(ζ, ζ ′) =
{
|ζ − ζ ′|o · rN−1(ζ)

−1 if DN−1(ζ) = D′
N−1(ζ

′),
|ζ − ζ ′|o otherwise,

where rN (ζ) denotes the radius of the level N ball which contains ζ. Let

λ = min
{
rN−1(ζ)
rN (ζ)

| ζ ∈ ϕ−N (D0)
}
> 1.

By Schwarz Lemma,

(3.1) ρ(ϕ(ζ), ϕ(ζ ′)) > λρ(ζ, ζ ′)

if DN (ζ) = DN (ζ ′). Moreover,

rN−1(ϕ(ζ))−1|ϕ′(ζ)|o = rN (ζ)−1 > λrN−1(ζ)−1

for all ζ ∈ ϕ−N (D0). In particular, ϕ is uniformly expanding on the neigh-
borhood ϕ−N (D0) of K(ϕ) taking τ(ζ) = rN−1(ζ)−1 in Definition 3.2.

For n > N − 1, let

Rn = max{ρ(Dn) | Dn ball of level n}

where ρ(Dn) is the ρ-diameter of Dn. By (3.1), RN−1+kλ
k 6 RN−1.

It follows that if E = {Dn} is an end, then ρ(Dn) → 0 as n→∞. From
the completeness of L we conclude that the intersection of E is a point.
By Lemma 2.9, every infraconnected component of K(ϕ) is a point and
J(ϕ) = K(ϕ).

The preimage of each level N−1 ball consists of d level N balls. We label
each level N ball DN with an integer L(DN ) ∈ {1, . . . , d} so that if the
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image of two distinct level N balls coincide, then their corresponding labels
are distinct. This labeling determines an itinerary for each end. Namely,
let Ends denote the collection of all ends and

it : Ends → {1, . . . , d}N∪{0}

{Dn} → (j0, j1, . . . ) if jk = L(ϕk(DN+k)).

It follows that the itinerary function is bĳective. Moreover, for ζ ∈ K(ϕ),
let E(ζ) = {Dn(ζ)} be the end with intersection {ζ}. Then the map ζ 7→
it(E(ζ)) gives the desired topological conjugacy between ϕ : K(ϕ) → K(ϕ)
and the one–sided shift on d symbols. �

4. Cubic polynomials: the dynamical space

From Corollary 2.11 and Theorem 3.1 we conclude that the filled Julia
set of quadratic polynomials is either a closed ball or a Cantor set according
to whether the unique critical point belongs to the filled Julia set or escapes
to infinity. For a cubic polynomial ϕ ∈ L[ζ] we have three possibilities:

(i) Both critical points have bounded orbits. Then ϕ is simple, K(ϕ)
is a closed ball, and J(ϕ) is empty. (See Corollary 2.11).

(ii) Both critical points escape to infinity. Then K(ϕ) = J(ϕ) is a com-
pact set (and thus a Cantor set). The dynamics over J(ϕ) is topo-
logically conjugate to the one-side shift on three symbols. (Theo-
rem 3.1).

(iii) One critical point escapes to infinity and the other belongs to K(ϕ).
The aim of this section is to describe K(ϕ) for polynomials as in (iii)

and finish the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Given a cubic polynomial ϕ with two distinct critical points ω± and

exactly one of them escaping after an affine conjugacy, if necessary, we may
assume that ω− is the escaping critical point and that Rϕ = diamK(ϕ)
(see Lemma 2.6). It follows that ϕ(ω+) ∈ D0 = B+

Rϕ
(0).

4.1. Branner–Hubbard Marked Grids

Our standing assumption for this subsection is that ϕ is a cubic polyno-
mial with two distinct critical points ω± such that ω− /∈ K(ϕ), ϕ(ω+) ∈ D0

and Rϕ = diamK(ϕ) where D0 is the level 0 ball of ϕ. The level 0 annulus
of ϕ will be denoted A0. (See Lemma 2.6 and Definition 2.7).
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In view of Lemma 2.13 to study the geometry of K(ϕ) it is convenient
to compute the moduli of the annuli of level n, for all n. The next pair of
lemmas describe the behavior of level n annuli under iterations:

Lemma 4.1. — Let ϕ be a cubic polynomial with critical points ω± such
that Rϕ = diamK(ϕ). Suppose that ϕ(ω+) ∈ D0 and ω− /∈ K(ϕ). Then
the following hold:

(i) ϕ(ω−) /∈ D0.
(ii) There are exactly two level 1 balls: D1(ω+) and D1(γ+) where

ϕ(γ+) = ϕ(ω+) and γ+ 6= ω+.
(iii) The degree of ϕ : D1(ω+) → D0 is 2 and the degree of ϕ : D1(γ+) →

D0 is 1.
(iv) ϕ(A1(ω+)) = A0 and ϕ : A1(ω+) → A0 is a degree 2 map. Also,

ϕ(A1(γ+)) = A0 and ϕ : A1(γ+) → A0 is a degree 1 map.

Following Branner and Hubbard we say that the point γ+ as in part (ii)
of the lemma is the cocritical point of ω+.

Proof. — For (i) we proceed by contradiction, if ϕ(ω−) ∈ D0, then both
critical points must be in the same level 1 ball. Hence there would be only
one level 1 ball. This level 1 ball would contain K(ϕ) and have radius
strictly smaller than Rϕ. This is a contradiction since Rϕ = diamK(ϕ).

To prove statements (ii) and (iii) just observe that from (i) it follows that
degD1(ω+)(ϕ) = 2. Thus there exists another level 1 ball which bĳectively
maps onto D0 under ϕ.

For (iv), note that ϕ−1(D0)∩BRϕ
(ω+) = D1(ω+) for otherwise K(ϕ) ⊂

ϕ−1(D0) ⊂ BRϕ
(ω+) and diamK(ϕ) < Rϕ. Now since ϕ(BRϕ

(ω+)) =
Br̂(0) where r̂ is the radius of ϕ(D0), it follows that ϕ(A1(ω+)) = A0 and
the degree of ϕ : A1(ω+) → A0 is 2. The rest of (iv) follows along the same
lines. �

Lemma 4.2. — Let ϕ be a cubic polynomial with critical points ω±

such that Rϕ = diamK(ϕ). Suppose that ω− /∈ K(ϕ). Consider n > 1 and
assume that ϕn(ω+) ∈ D0. Let ζ0 be a level n point and let E be an end.
Then the following hold:

(i) For any element P of the affine partition associated to Dn−1(ζ0) or
to Dn−1(E) there exists at most one ball of level n contained in P

(see Subsection 2.3).
(ii) ϕ(An(ζ0)) = An−1(ϕ(ζ0)) and An(ζ0) ⊂ L \K(ϕ).
(ii’) ϕ(An(E)) = An−1(ϕ(E)) and An(E) ⊂ L \K(ϕ).
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(iii)

degAn(ζ0)(ϕ) =
{

1 if ω+ /∈ Dn(ζ0),
2 if ω+ ∈ Dn(ζ0).

(iii’)

degAn(E)(ϕ) =
{

1 if ω+ /∈ Dn(E),
2 if ω+ ∈ Dn(E).

Proof. — We proceed by induction. For n = 1 the previous lemma im-
plies (i)–(iii). Consider n > 2 and suppose that (i)–(iii) hold for 1, . . . , n−1.
Now we show that (i)–(iii) hold for n:

Note that P \Dn(ζ0) = An(ζ0).
To prove (i) we proceed by contradiction and suppose that P contains

Dn(ζ0) and another level n ball Dn(ζ1). By the inductive hypothesis, the
unique ball inside ϕ(P ) is Dn−1(ϕ(ζ0)). Therefore, degP (ϕ) = 2 and P

contains the critical point ω+ which has to be outside ϕ−1(Dn−1(ϕ(ζ0))).
Hence, ϕ(ω+)∈An−1(ϕ(ζ0)) which contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma.

From (i) we have that ϕ−1(Dn−1(ϕ(ζ0))) ∩ P = Dn(ζ0). Hence
ϕ(An(ζ0)) = ϕ(P \ Dn(ζ0)) = ϕ(P ) \ Dn−1(ϕ(ζ0)) = An−1(ϕ(ζ0)) and
(ii) follows.

For (iii) since ϕ−1(An−1(ϕ(ζ0)))∩P = An(ζ0), the degree of ϕ in An(ζ0)
coincides with that of ϕ in P . The degree of ϕ in P is 1 or 2 according to
whether ω+ /∈ P or ω+ ∈ P . From (i), ω+ ∈ P if and only if ω+ ∈ Dn(ζ0).
Thus (iii) holds.

Choosing ζ0 ∈ Dn(E) parts (ii’) and (iii’) follow as well. �

Following Branner and Hubbard [11] we will introduce marked grids in
order to keep track of the moduli of annuli.

Notation 4.3. — Let `, k > 0 be integers. Given ζ ∈ L such that ζk =
ϕk(ζ) is a level ` point we denote by A`,k(ζ) the level ` annulus A`(ζk)
around ζk. Similarly, if E is an end, we denote by A`,k(E) the level `
annulus of ϕk(E).

Definition 4.4. — Let ζ be a level n > 1 point. The level n marked
grid, denoted Mn(ζ) or sometimes simply M(ζ) is the two dimensional
array (M`,k(ζ)) where 0 6 `, 0 6 k, `+ k 6 n, and

M`,k(ζ) =
{

1 if A`,k(ζ) = A`(ω+),
0 otherwise.
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If ζ ∈ K(ϕ), then the marked grid of ζ is the infinite array M(ζ) =
(M`,k(ζ)) where `, k > 0. Similarly, given an end E we define the corre-
sponding marked grid M(E) = (M`,k(E)) whereM`,k(E) is 0 or 1 according
to whether A`,k(E)(ω+) 6= A`,k(E) or A`,k(E)(ω+) = A`,k(E).

Also the marked grid of ω+ is called the critical marked grid of ϕ. A
position M`,k is said to be marked if M`,k = 1.

Marked grids are useful to compute the moduli of the annuli of level n.
In fact, from Lemma 4.2, if ω+ and ζ are level n points, and

S` =
`−1∑
i=0

M`−i,i(ζ),

then

modA`(ζ) = 2−S` modA0

for all ` 6 n.

Marked grids satisfy four simple rules:

Proposition 4.5. — Suppose that ω+ is a level n point. Given a level
n point ζ (resp. an end E) let M`,k = M`,k(ζ) (resp. M`,k = M`,k(E)) for
`+ k 6 n. Then the following hold:

(Ma) If M`,k is marked, then Mj,k is marked for all j 6 `.
(Mb) If M`,k is marked, then M`−i,k+i = M`−i,i(ω+) for 0 6 i 6 `.
(Mc) If ` + m + 1 6 n, M`−i,i(ω+) is not marked for all 0 < i <

k, M`+1−k,k(ω+) is marked, M`,m is marked, and M`+1,m is not
marked, then M`+1−k,m+k is not marked.

(Md) If `+k+1 6 n, M1,`(ω+) is not marked, M`,k is marked, M`+1,k is
not marked and M`−i,k+i is not marked for 0 < i < `, then M1,k+`

is marked.

Remark 4.6. — The rule (Md) is not explicitly stated in Branner and
Hubbard’s work. The necessity of adding a rule to the original ones first
appears in the literature in [20]. Although the rule (Md) stated above is
not the same as the fourth rule in [20], it agrees with the one which was
recently and independently found by De Marco and McMullen. In fact,
(Md) implies the fourth rule in [20] but not conversely. For example, let
M = (M`,k) be such that 1 = M5,1 = M5,2 = M5,3, 1 = M`,0 = M0,k for
all `, k > 0, and with all the other positions unmarked (i.e., 0). Then M
satisfies (Ma)-(Mc) and the fourth rule in [20] but not (Md). Such a grid
is not the critical marked grid of a cubic polynomial.
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Proof. — We may assume that M`,k = M`,k(ζ) for some ζ ∈ ϕ−n(D0).
As usual, let ζk = ϕk(ζ).

(Ma) follows directly from the definitions.
For (Mb) note that if M`,k is marked, then A`,k(ζ) = A`,0(ω+). There-

fore, A`−i,k+i = ϕi(A`(ζk)) = ϕi(A`(ω+)) = A`−i,i(ω+).
Under the hypothesis of (Mc) it follows that ζm ∈ D`(ω+) \D`+1(ω+).

Since D`+1(ω+) is the only preimage of D`(ϕ(ω+)) inside D`(ω+), we con-
clude that ζm+1 ∈ D`−1(ϕ(ω+)) \D`(ϕ(ω+)). Now ϕk−1 is one–to–one on
D`−1(ϕ(ω+)), therefore ζm+k ∈ D`−k(ϕk(ω+)) \ D`−k+1(ϕk(ω+)). By as-
sumption M`−k+1,k(ω+) is marked, thus D`−k+1(ϕk(ω+)) = D`−k+1(ω+).
Hence, D`−k+1(ζm+k) 6= D`−k+1(ω+) and M`−k+1,m+k is unmarked.

Now under the hypothesis of (Md) we have that ζk ∈ D`(ω+)\D`+1(ω+).
It follows that ζk+` ∈ D0 \ D1(ϕ`(ω+)). By hypothesis, D1(ϕ`(ω+)) =
D1(γ+) 6= D1(ω+) where γ+ is the cocritical point of ω+. Therefore, ζk+` ∈
D1(ω+) because there are only two level 1 balls. Hence M1,k+` is marked.

�

The marked grid of the critical point plays a central role. If ω+ ∈ K(ϕ),
then the critical marked grid (M`,k(ω+)) is defined for all `, k > 0. In this
case, the critical marked grid is said to be periodic of period p > 0 if the
p-th column is marked. More precisely, M`,p(ω+) = 1 for all ` > 0 and
p > 0 is minimal with this property.

For annuli such that the corresponding grids satisfy (Ma)–(Mc) of Propo-
sition 4.5 and that satisfy parts (ii)-(iii) of Lemma 4.2, Branner and Hub-
bard (see Theorem 4.3 in [11]) established the following:

Theorem 4.7 (Branner and Hubbard). — Suppose that ϕ is a cubic
polynomial such that Rϕ = diamK(ϕ), ω+ ∈ K(ϕ) and ω− /∈ K(ϕ). Then
the following hold:

(i) If the critical marked grid M(ω+) is not periodic, then∑
`>0

modA`(E)

is divergent for all ends.
(ii) If the critical marked grid M(ω+) is periodic, then∑

`>0

modA`(E)

is convergent if and only if there exists k > 0 such that A`,k(E) =
A`(ω+) for all ` > 0.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. — By Corollary 2.11 and Theorem 3.1, we may
assume that ϕ has one critical point ω− escaping to ∞ and another one
ω+ in K(ϕ). Moreover, we may also assume that ϕ is normalized so that
Rϕ = diamK(ϕ) (Lemma 2.6). Let U = ∩Dn(ω+) be the infraconnected
component of K(ϕ) containing ω+. Note that U is periodic if and only if
M(ω+) is periodic. By Lemma 2.13 and the previous theorem, provided
that U is not periodic we have that ∩Dn(E) is a singleton for all ends E. It
follows that J(ϕ) = K(ϕ) is compact and non-empty. Now if U is periodic
and V is an infraconnected component of K(ϕ) which is not a singleton,
then V = ∩Dn(E) where E is an end such that ϕk(E) = {Dn(ω+)} for
some k > 0, by part (ii) of the previous theorem. Hence ϕk(V ) = U . �

Now we are ready to prove a slightly stronger version of Corollary 1.2.

Corollary 4.8. — Let ϕ ∈ L[ζ] be a cubic polynomial. Then the fol-
lowing hold:

(i) Every end of ϕ has non–empty intersection.
(ii) Every infraconnected component of K(ϕ) is either a closed ball or

a point.
(iii) An infraconnected component C of K(ϕ) is a closed ball if and

only if C eventually maps onto a periodic infraconnected component
containing a critical point.

Proof. — By Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 2.11, we may assume that ϕ has
one critical point ω− escaping to ∞ and another one ω+ in K(ϕ). More-
over, we may also assume that ϕ is normalized so that Rϕ = diamK(ϕ)
(Lemma 2.6). Therefore the definitions and results of this subsection apply
to ϕ.

Let E be an end. If rn(E) → 0 then the intersection of E is a point.
If rn(E) 6→ 0, then for some k > 0 we have that ω+ ∈ ϕk(Dn(E)) for all
n > 0, by Theorem 4.7. In particular ∩Dn(E) 6= ∅ and (i) follows.

Also note that K(ϕ) has a non–trivial infraconnected component if and
only if the critical marked grid of ϕ is periodic. In this case, every non–
trivial infraconnected component eventually maps onto the periodic infra-
connected component U = ∩Dn(ω+). Therefore, to finish the proof of the
corollary, it suffices to show that U is a closed ball when the critical marked
grid is periodic. In fact, if M(ω+) is periodic, say of period p, then there
exists `0 such that

modA`+p(ω+) =
1
2

modA`(ω+)
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for all ` > `0. It follows that

a =
1

modA0

∞∑
`=0

modA`(ω+)

is rational and therefore the radius of U is r̂a−1Raϕ ∈ |L?|o where r̂ is the
radius of ϕ(D0). �

4.2. Topological entropy

We end this section with a basic result about the topological entropy of
cubic polynomials.

Proposition 4.9. — Let ϕ : L → L be a cubic polynomial. For a
compact invariant subset X of J(ϕ) we denote by htop(ϕ,X) the topological
entropy of ϕ : X → X. If J(ϕ) 6= ∅, then

htop(ϕ) := sup
X
htop(ϕ,X) = log 3.

Proof. — Suppose that ϕ is normalized so that Rϕ = diamK(ϕ). We
may assume that ϕ has exactly one critical point ω+ in K(ϕ), for otherwise
J(ϕ) = ∅ or ϕ : J(ϕ) → J(ϕ) is topologically conjugated to the one-sided
shift on 3 symbols. In the latter case the topological entropy is clearly log 3.

Let Ends be the set of all ends of ϕ endowed with the metric defined by
ρ({Dn}, {D′

n}) = 1/(k + 1) if k is the largest integer such that Dk = D′
k.

Denote by ϕ# the action induced by ϕ on Ends. For ζ ∈ K(ϕ), the map
π : ζ 7→ {Dn(ζ)} is a semiconjugacy between ϕ : K(ϕ) → K(ϕ) and
ϕ# : Ends → Ends. Since the number of dynamical balls of level n is
(3n + 1)/2, it follows that the topological entropy of ϕ# is exactly log 3.

If the marked grid of ω+ is not periodic, then J(ϕ) is compact and
π : J(ϕ) → Ends is a topological conjugacy. Hence, the claim of the
proposition follows in this case.

In the case that the marked grid of ω+ is periodic we label each level
n > 1 ballD by L(D) ∈ {{1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}} so that degD ϕ coincides with
the cardinality of L(D). We may choose a labeling such that if D′ ⊂ D, then
L(D′) ⊂ L(D); and if ϕ(D) = ϕ(D′), then D = D′ or L(D) ∩ L(D′) = ∅.
Necessarily L(D1(ω+)) = {1, 2} and the label of the other level 1 ball
D1(γ+) is {3}. It is easy to recursively label all dynamical balls of level
n > 2 so that the labeling complies with the above conditions. Nevertheless,
several choices of labelings are allowed. Now consider the itinerary function

it : Ends → {{1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}}N∪{0}
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defined by

it(E) = (ik(E))k>0 = ( lim
n→∞

L(Dn(ϕk#(E))))k>0.

Denote the critical end {Dn(ω+)} by E∗. Observe that ik(E) = {1, 2} if
and only if ϕk#(E) is the critical end E∗.

The itinerary function is injective. In fact, the stronger assertion holds,
if E 6= E′, then ik(E)∩ ik(E′) = ∅ for some k > 0. To see this let n be the
smallest integer such that Dn(E) 6= Dn(E′) and consider ` 6 n such that
ϕ`(Dn(E)) = ϕ`(Dn(E′)). From the properties of the labeling, it follows
that i`−1(E) ∩ i`−1(E′) = ∅.

To characterize the image of it , given (ik) ∈ {{1}, {2}, {3}}N∪{0}, con-
sider the nested sequence of non-empty closed subsets of Ends formed by

Ci0...in = {E ∈ Ends | ik ⊂ ik(E) for all 0 6 k 6 n}.

It follows that C(ik) = ∩Ci0...in is non-empty and, by the strong form of
injectivity proved above, we have that C(ik) is a singleton.

It follows that the image of Ends can be characterized as the set of
sequences (ik) ∈ {{1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}}N∪{0} such that:

(a) if ik = {1, 2} for some k > 0, then ik+` = i`(E∗) and;
(b) if for some k > 0 and all ` > 0 we have that ik+` ⊂ i`(E∗), then

ik = {1, 2}.
Also, it ◦ π is injective over the Julia set and it ◦ π(J(ϕ)) is the set of

all itineraries (in the image of it) with no symbol equal to {1, 2}. So it
is sufficient to construct compact subsets of it ◦ π(J(ϕ)) invariant under
the one-sided shift σ with topological entropy arbitrarily close to log 3. For
this, let p denote the period of E∗ and for each N > p, consider the set YN
of all symbol sequences (ik) with ik 6= {1, 2} for all k > 0 and such that for
some 0 6 j < N and all ` > 0

i`N+j = i`N+1+j = · · · = i`N+p−1+j = {3}.

Since the topological entropy of σ : YN → YN is (1 − pN−1) log 3, the
proposition follows. �

It is worth to mention that ϕ# : Ends → Ends is topologically con-
jugated to the dynamics of ϕ over the Julia set of ϕ in the Berkovich
analytic space induced by L (compare with [27, 31]). Favre and Rivera’s
construction in [17] (compare with [2]) produces an equilibrium measure
µ supported in the Berkovich space Julia set of ϕ. Combining the basic
properties of the equilibrium measure with our results it is not difficult to
check that J(ϕ) ⊂ L has full measure whenever J(ϕ) 6= ∅. Moreover, from
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the symbolic dynamics described above one can also describe µ and check
that the measure theoretical entropy of µ is log 3 (for J(ϕ) 6= ∅). That is,
for cubic polynomial dynamics µ is a measure of maximal entropy.

5. Some one parameter families

As a preparation for the study of parameter space we fix α ∈ L such that

|α|o > 1

and consider the one parameter family

ψν(ζ) = α2(ζ − 1)2(ζ + 2) + ν

where ν ∈ L. We will identify the cubic polynomial ψν ∈ L[ζ] with ν ∈ L.
Note that the critical points of ψν are ω± = ±1, ν = ϕ(ω+) is a critical
value, and ν = ϕ(γ+) where γ+ = −2 is the cocritical value of ω+.

The aim of this section is to study the parameter space structure of ψν
around the values of ν for which ω+ ∈ K(ψν). In the next section we will
see that every cubic polynomial with one critical point in the filled Julia
set and the other in the basin of infinity is affinely conjugate to at least
one in a family of this type (i.e., for some α).

The level zero set.

Let Dν
0 denote the level 0 dynamical ball of ψν . We say that

L0 := {ν ∈ L | ψν(ω+) ∈ Dν
0}

is the level 0 set of the family ψν . It consists of all parameter such that the
critical value ν lies in the level 0 dynamical ball Dν

0 .

Lemma 5.1. — The level 0 set of ψν is B+
1 (0). If ψν ∈ L0, then the

following hold:
(i) Rψν = 1 = diamK(ψν).
(ii) ψν(ω−) /∈ Dν

0 3 ν where Dν
0 = B+

1 (0) is the level 0 ball of ψν .

Proof. — According to the formula for Rϕ given in Subsection 2.5, if
|ν|o > 1, then Rϕ < |ν|o and ν = ϕ(ω+) /∈ K(ϕ). Moreover, if |ν|o 6 1,
then Rϕ = 1 and ν ∈ Dν

0 . Therefore, L0 = B+
1 (0).

Now, if ψν ∈ L0, then |ψν(ω−)|o = |4α3 + ν|o = |α3|o > 1. Hence,
ψν(ω−) /∈ Dν

0 . It follows that ω+ and γ+ = −2 are in different level 1 balls.
Since both level 1 balls contain fixed points (see Lemma 2.4), we have that
diamK(ϕ) = 1 and the lemma follows. �
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From the previous lemma, for all ψν ∈ L0 we have that Rψν = 1 =
diamK(ψν), ω− /∈ K(ψν) and ψν(ω+) ∈ Dν

0 . Thus, the assumptions and
therefore the definitions and results contained in Subsection 4.1 apply to
ψν ∈ L0.

Results.

We now state the main results concerning the structure of the parameter
space of ψν .

In this section we will proof the analogue of Theorem 1.3 for this family
(see (iii) of Theorem 5.3 below). In the next section this analogue will be
used to prove Theorem 1.3. More precisely we will show that ν ∈ ∂{ν ∈ L0 |
{ω±} ⊂ L \K(ϕ)} if and only if ω+ ∈ K(ψν) and Mν(ω+) is not periodic.
This fact will be a consequence of our parameter space description for the
family ψν . In particular, we will characterize “where” a polynomial with a
given critical marked grid can be found. In order to be precise we will need
the following definition.

Definition 5.2. — A two dimensional array M = (M`,k)`,k>0 such
that M`,k ∈ {0, 1} is called an admissible marked grid if (Ma)–(Md) of
Proposition 4.5 hold for all n. If moreover M`,0 is marked for all `, then
we say that M is an admissible critical marked grid. Similarly, an array
Mn = (M`,k) where ` + k 6 n for which (Ma)–(Md) hold is called an
admissible marked grid of level n.

Theorem 5.3. — Consider an admissible critical marked grid M and
let

CM = {ψν ∈ L0 | ω+ ∈ K(ψν) and M = Mν(ω+)}
where Mν(ω+) is the marked grid of the critical point ω+ under iterations
of ψν . Then the following hold:

(i) If M is periodic of period p, then CM is a non-empty union of
finitely many pairwise disjoint closed balls.

(ii) If M is not periodic, then CM is a non-empty compact set which is
either finite or a Cantor set.

(iii) ψν ∈ ∂{ψν ∈ L0 | {ω±} ⊂ L \ K(ϕ)} if and only if ω+ ∈ K(ψν)
and Mν(ω+) is aperiodic.

We prove this theorem in Subsection 5.3. The proof relies on describing
how polynomials are organized in L0. To describe L0, for n > 0 we introduce
the level n sets

Ln = {ψν ∈ L0 | ψn+1
ν (ω+) ∈ Dν

0}.
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Note that Ln is a finite disjoint union of closed balls. Each of these balls
is called a parameter ball of level n. Also observe that Ln+1 ⊂ Ln for all
n > 0.

We denote the level n dynamical ball of ψν ∈ L0 containing ζ by Dν
n(ζ),

the radius of Dν
n(ζ) by rνn(ζ), the level n annulus around ζ by Aνn(ζ) and

the level n marked grid of ζ by Mν
n(ζ) with entries Mν

`,k(ζ).

Definition 5.4. — Let n ∈ N. We say that ψν ∈ L0 is a center of level
n if

(i) ψpν(ω
+) = ω+ and

(ii) ω+ /∈ ψkν (Dν
n+1(ω

+)) for k = 1, . . . , p− 1.

The correspondence between level n dynamical and parameter balls is
stated in the next proposition.

Proposition 5.5. — Let Dn be a parameter ball of level n. Then the
following hold:

(i) Dn = Dν
n(ν) for all ν ∈ Dn.

(ii) Mν
n+1(ω

+) = Mν′

n+1(ω
+) for all ν, ν′ ∈ Dn.

(iii) There exists a unique center of level n in Dn. The period of this
center is min{k > 1 |Mν

n+1−k,k(ω
+) = 1} for any ν ∈ Dn.

The proof of this proposition is contained in Subsection 5.2.
In particular, the above proposition shows that the radius of Dn is easily

computed from Mν
n+1(ω

+) for any ν ∈ Dn and coincides with the radius
of the level n dynamical ball around the critical value ν = ψν(ω+). The
proposition also says that if ν ∈ Dn and the critical point ω+ is periodic
of period q under ψν , then q > p where p is the period of the center of Dn.
Moreover, p = q if and only if ψν is the unique level n center in Dn.

Also in Subsection 5.2 we will obtain the following consequence of the
previous proposition.

Corollary 5.6. — Let Per be the set of parameters ν ∈ L such that ω+

is periodic under ψν . Then the set of accumulation points of Per coincides
with the set of parameters ν ∈ L such that ω+ ∈ K(ψν) and the critical
marked grid of ψν is not periodic.

The next proposition describes the correspondence between level n + 1
parameter and dynamical balls.

Proposition 5.7. — Consider a level n parameter ball Dn and let P
be an element of the affine partition associated to Dn. For any ν ∈ Dn we
have the following:
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There exists a level n + 1 parameter ball contained in P if and only if
there exists a level n + 1 dynamical ball Dν

n+1(ζ) contained in P . In this
case, the level n+ 1 parameter ball Dn+1 is unique and

Mν
n+1(ζ) = Mν′

n+1(ν
′)

for all ν′ ∈ Dn+1. In particular, the radii of Dν
n+1(ζ) and Dn+1 coincide.

The proof of this proposition is also contained in Subsection 5.2.

5.1. Thurston map

Our next result is the key to prove propositions 5.5 and 5.7. It shows
that given a polynomial ψν and a level n + 1 dynamical ball Dn+1 inside
the critical value ball of level n there exists a parameter ν′ close to the level
n + 1 ball Dn+1 such that the critical point of ψν′ is periodic with orbit
close to that of the points in Dn+1. The precise statement is as follows:

Proposition 5.8. — Consider a parameter ν̂ ∈ Ln and let ζ̂1 be a level
n+ 1 point such that Dν̂

n+1(ζ̂1) ⊂ Dν̂
n(ν̂). For k > 0, let ζ̂k+1 = ψkν̂ (ζ̂1) and

p̂ = min{k > 1 | ω+ ∈ Dν̂
n+2−k(ζ̂k)}.

Then there exists a unique ν′ such that:

(i) |ν′ − ζ̂1|o < rν̂n(ν̂).
(ii) ψp̂ν′(ω

+) = ω+.

This subsection is devoted to the proof of the previous proposition so
throughout we consider ν̂, ζ̂k and p̂ as above. The parameter ν′ is obtained
as the first coordinate of the fixed point of an appropriate “Thurston map”
which acts on:

B := {(ζ1, . . . , ζp̂ = ω+) | |ζk − ζ̂k|o < ρk}

where ρk = rν̂n+1−k(ζ̂k).

We start with two lemmas which apply to an arbitrary ν ∈ Ln.

Lemma 5.9. — Let n > 0 be an integer and consider ν ∈ Ln. For k > 1,
let νk = ψkν (ω

+). Then

(i)

rνn(ν) < rνn+1−k(νk) for k = 2, . . . , n.
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(ii) Assume that ζ1 is a level n + 1 point in Dν
n(ν). For k > 1, let

ζk+1 = ψkν (ζ1) and

p = min{k > 1 | ω+ ∈ Dν
n+2−k(ζk)}.

Then

rνn+2−(k+1)(ζk+1) = |α|2o · |ζk − ω+|o · rνn+2−k(ζk)

for all k = 1, . . . , p− 1.

Proof. — For each ` such that 0 6 ` 6 n + 1 − k let δ(`) > 1 be the
integer such that Aν`+δ(`)(νk−δ(`)) is critical but Aν`+i(νk−i) is not critical
for all 0 < i < δ(`). To find such an integer δ(`) start at M`,k(ω+) in
the critical marked grid and follow the southwest diagonal until you hit a
critical position. The number of columns that you moved to the left is δ(`).
Note that `+ δ(`) is a strictly increasing function of ` and 0 < `+ δ(`) 6
n+ 1. Moreover,

2 modAν`+δ(`)(ω
+) = 2 modAν`+δ(`)(νk−δ(`)) = modAν` (νk).

Since ψν(Dν
0 ) = B+

|α|2o
(0) and modAν0 = log |α|2o,

log |α|2o − log rνn(ν) =
n∑
`=0

modAν` (ν) = 2 ·
n+1∑
`=1

modAν` (ω
+)

> 2 ·
n+1−k∑
`=0

modAν`+δ(`)(ω
+) =

n+1−k∑
`=0

modAν` (νk)

= log |α|2o − log rνn+1−k(νk).

Hence (i) follows.
Now we prove (ii). Fix k > 1 and let ` be such that Aν` (ζk) is critical

(i.e., = Aν` (ω
+)) but Aν`+1(ζk) is not. It follows that Dν

` (ω
+) = Dν

` (ζk) and
Dν
`+1(ω

+) 6= Dν
`+1(ζk). By Lemma 4.2 (i),

rν` (ζk) = |ζk − ω+|o.

Note that:

2 modAνj (ζk) =
{

log |α|4o if j = 0,
modAνj−1(ζk+1) if 1 6 j 6 `.
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Also, modAνj (ζk) = modAνj−1(ζk+1) if j > `+ 1. Hence:

log |α|6o − log rνn+2−(k+1)(ζk+1) = log |α|4o +
n+2−(k+1)∑

j=0

modAνj (ζk+1)

= 2 ·
∑̀
j=0

modAνj (ζk) +
n+2−k∑
j=`+1

modAνj (ζk)

= log |α|2o − log rν` (ζk) + log |α|2o
− log rνn+2−k(ζk).

Statement (ii) follows after replacing rν` (ζk) by |ζk − ω+|o. �

Lemma 5.10. — Consider n > 1 and ν ∈ Ln. Let ν′ ∈ Dν
n(ν) and, for

all k > 0, let νk = ψkν (ω
+) and ν′k = ψkν′(ω

+). Then for all k such that
0 6 k 6 n the following hold:

(i) Dν
n+1−k(νk)=Dν′

n+1−k(ν
′
k). In particular, Mν

n+1(ω
+)=Mν′

n+1(ω
+).

(ii) Let Pn+1−k be the affine partition associated to Dν
n+1−k(νk), then:

ψν∗ = ψν′∗ : Pn+1−k → Pn+1−(k+1).

Proof. — Let k be such that 0 6 k 6 n and ζ ′ ∈ Dν
n+1−k(νk). Then

|ψν′(ζ ′)− νk+1|o = |ψν′(ζ ′)− ψν(ζ ′) + ψν(ζ ′)− νk+1|o
6 max{rνn(ν), |ψν(ζ ′)− νk+1|o}
< rνn+1−(k+1)(νk+1).

Therefore, ψν′(ζ ′) ∈ Dν
n+1−(k+1)(νk+1). Hence ψn+1−k

ν′ (Dν
n+1−k(νk)) ⊂ D0

and ν′k ∈ Dν
n+1−k(ν

′
k) ⊂ Dν′

n+1−k(νk). In particular, rν
′

n (ν′) > rνn(ν) and
ν ∈ Dν′

n (ν′). After switching ν for ν′ and repeating the above argument it
follows that Dν′

n+1−k(ν
′
k) ⊂ Dν′

n+1−k(νk) and (i) follows.
For (ii), let P be an element of the partition Pn+1−k and choose ζ ∈ P .

Then
|ψν(ζ)− ψν′(ζ)|o 6 rνn(ν) < rνn+1−(k+1).

Therefore, ψν′(P ) = ψν(P ) ∈ Pn+1−(k+1). �

Lemma 5.11. — Let

B := {(ζ1, . . . , ζp̂ = ω+) | |ζk − ζ̂k|o < ρk}

where ρk = rν̂n+1−k(ζ̂k). Then for each (ζ1, . . . , ζp̂) ∈ B there exists a unique
(ζ ′1, . . . , ζ

′
p̂) ∈ B such that ψζ1(ζ ′k) = ζk+1 for 1 6 k < p̂.
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Proof. — Let Pn+1−k be the partition associated to Dν̂
n+1−k(ζ̂k) and

denote by P (ζ) = Bρk
(ζ) the element of Pn+1−k that contains ζ. Since

ψζ1∗ = ψν̂∗ : Pn+1−k → Pn+1−(k+1) and ψν̂ : P (ζ̂k) → P (ζ̂k+1) is one-
to-one for 1 6 k < p̂ we have that ψζ1 : P (ζ̂k) → P (ζ̂k+1) is also one-to-
one. Hence, there exists a unique ζ ′k ∈ P (ζ̂k) such that ψζ1(ζ ′k) = ζk+1 ∈
P (ζ̂k+1). �

We may now define a Thurston map as

T : B → B
(ζ1, . . . , ζp̂) 7→ (ζ ′1, . . . , ζ

′
p̂)

if ψζ1(ζ ′k) = ζk+1 for all k = 1, . . . , p̂− 1.

Lemma 5.12. — A parameter ν′ is such that (i) and (ii) of Proposi-
tion 5.8 hold if and only if (ν′, ψ2

ν′(ω
+), . . . , ψp̂−1

ν′ (ω+), ω+) is a fixed point
of T .

Proof. — Given ν′ such that (i) of Proposition 5.8 holds, by Lemma 5.10
(ii), for k = 1, . . . , p̂ − 1, we have that |ψkν′(ω+) − ζ̂k|o < ρk. Therefore,
(ν′, ψ2

ν′(ω
+), . . . , ψp̂−1

ν′ (ω+), ω+) belongs to B and clearly is a fixed point of
T . The converse is straightforward. �

It follows that to prove the proposition is sufficient to show that T has
a unique fixed point.

In Lp̂ we consider the sup-norm:

‖~ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζp̂)‖∞ = max{|ζ1|o, . . . , |ζp̂|o}.

Lemma 5.13. — For all ~ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζp̂) ∈ B we have that Tn(~ζ) con-
verges to a fixed point of T .

Proof. — Consider (ζ(0)
1 , . . . , ζ

(0)
p̂ ) ∈ B and let

(ζ(n)
1 , . . . , ζ

(n)
p̂ ) = Tn(ζ(0)

1 , . . . , ζ
(0)
p̂ ).

For k = 1, . . . , p̂− 1,

|ζ(n+1)
k − ζ

(n+2)
k |o 6

1

|α|2o|ζ̂k − ω+|o
·max{|ζ(n)

k+1 − ζ
(n+1)
k+1 |o, |ζ(n)

1 − ζ
(n+1)
1 |o}

=
ρk
ρk+1

max{|ζ(n)
k+1 − ζ

(n+1)
k+1 |o, |ζ(n)

1 − ζ
(n+1)
1 |o}

Hence, for all n, there exist k1, . . . , kj such that 1 6 ki 6 p̂−1, k1 + · · ·+kj
= n, and

|ζ(n+1)
1 − ζ

(n+2)
1 |o 6

ρ1

ρk1+1
· · · ρ1

ρkj+1
max{|ζ(0)

kj+1 − ζ
(1)
kj+1|o, |ζ

(0)
1 − ζ

(1)
1 |o}.
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Now let

λ = max
{
ρ1

ρk
| k = 2, . . . , p̂− 1

}
< 1.

Since, j > n
p̂−1 , it follows that

|ζ(n+1)
1 − ζ

(n+2)
1 |o 6 λ

n
p̂−1 ‖~ζ(0) − ~ζ(1)‖∞.

Therefore, ζ(n)
1 converges to some ζ

(∞)
1 as n → ∞ and ζ

(n)
k+1 → ζ

(∞)
k+1 =

ψk
ζ
(∞)
1

(ζ(∞)
1 ) for k = 1, . . . , p̂− 1. It follows that (ζ(∞)

1 , . . . , ζ
(∞)
p̂ ) is a fixed

point for T . �

Lemma 5.14. — T has a unique fixed point in B.

Proof. — Suppose that ~ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζp̂) and ~η = (η1, . . . , ηp̂) are fixed
points of T . For k = 1, . . . , p̂− 1 the polynomial h : ζ 7→ α2(ζ − 1)2(ζ + 2)
maps Bρk

(ζk) = Bρk
(ηk) isomorphically onto its image and

|dh
dζ

(ζk)|o = |α|2o|ζk − ω+|o.

Therefore,

|ζk+1 − ηk+1 + η1 − ζ1|o = |h(ζk)− h(ηk)|o
= |ζk − ηk|o|α|2o|ζk − ω+|o.

Hence,

|ζk − ηk|o 6
1

|α|2o|ζk − ω+|o
max{|ζk+1 − ηk+1|o, |η1 − ζ1|o}

=
ρk
ρk+1

max{|ζk+1 − ηk+1|o, |η1 − ζ1|o}.

It follows that for some k such that 2 6 k < p̂:

|ζ1 − η1|o 6
ρ1

ρk
|η1 − ζ1|o.

Since ρ1 < ρk we have that ζ1 = η1 and ~ζ = ~η. �

5.2. Parameter balls

Here we prove propositions 5.5 and 5.7 together with Corollary 5.6.
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Proof of Proposition 5.5. — By Lemma 5.10 (i) we have that Dν
n(ν) ⊂

Dn for all ν ∈ Dn. Moreover, for all ν, ν′ ∈ Dn, the dynamical balls Dν
n(ν)

and Dν′

n (ν′) are equal or disjoint. By Proposition 5.8, for each ν ∈ Dn the
ball Dν

n(ν) contains at least one element of the finite set

{ν | ψkν (ω+) = ω+ for some 1 6 k 6 n+ 2}.

It follows that Dn = ∪ν∈Dn
Dν
n(ν) is a finite union of closed and pairwise

disjoint balls. This is only possible if Dn = Dν
n(ν) for all ν ∈ Dn. Hence

we have proven statement (i). Statement (ii) now follows from Lemma 5.10
(i).

For (iii), let ν̂ ∈ Dn and note that ν̂ ∈ Dν̂
n(ν̂) ⊂ Dν̂

n−1(ν̂). Let p̂ =
min{k > 1 | ω+ ∈ Dν̂

n+1−k(ψ
k
ν̂ (ω

+))}. Proposition 5.8 says that there
exists a unique ν′ such that ψp̂ν′(ω

+) = ω+ and |ν′ − ν̂|o < rν̂n−1(ν̂). We
must show that ν′ ∈ Dn. In fact, since ω+ ∈ ψp̂−1

ν̂ (Dν̂
n(ν̂)) there exist a

level n + 1 ball Dν̂
n+1(ζ̂1) in Dν̂

n(ν̂) that maps onto Dν̂
1 (ω+) under ψp̂−1

ν̂ .
By Proposition 5.8 we have that |ν′− ζ̂1|o < rν̂n(ν̂). Therefore ν′ ∈ Dn. �

We leave record of a straightforward consequence of Proposition 5.5 in
the following statement (see Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 2.13).

Corollary 5.15. — If ω+ ∈ K(ψν), Mν(ω+) is not periodic and Dn
denotes the level n parameter ball containing ν, then {ν} = ∩Dn.

Now we can show how to deduce Corollary 5.6 from the already proven
Proposition 5.5.

Proof of Corollary 5.6. — Provided that ψν has aperiodic critical marked
grid, the radius of the level n dynamical disk the radii of the level n pa-
rameter balls Dn containing ν converge to zero. Hence, the centers νn of
Dn converge to ν. Thus, parameters with aperiodic critical marked grid are
accumulation points of Per.

We consider a parameter ν̂ with periodic critical marked grid, say of
period q, and show that ν̂ is not an accumulation point of Per. For this
let D∞ be the intersection of all parameter balls containing ν̂ and let D∞
be the infraconnected component of K(ψν̂) containing ω+. It follows that
D∞ is an infraconnected component of K(ψν) which is periodic of period
q for all ν ∈ D∞. The return map ψqν : D∞ → D∞ has degree 2. Now we
consider a parametrization of the affine partitions of D∞ (resp. D∞) by Qa

so that the natural projection π : D∞ → Qa (resp. Π : D∞ → Qa) map ω+

to 0 (resp. the unique element νcenter of D∞ for which ω+ has period q to
0).
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As ν varies over D∞, we have that c = Π(ν) takes all values in Qa.
The projection of the map ψqν : D∞ → D∞ only depends on c ∈ Qa so
is a polynomial of the form z 7→ α(c)z2 + β(c) where α(c) and β(c) are
polynomials in c with coefficients in Qa. Since this map has degree 2 for all
c = Π(ν), we have that α(c) must be a non-zero constant. Moreover, the
unique solution ν ∈ D∞ of ψqν(ω+)−ω+ = 0 is νcenter, say of multiplicity m
(it can be shown that m = 1). Now m is the degree of ψqν(ω+) as a function
from D∞ onto D∞. Hence, m is also the degree of β(c). But since cm divides
β(c) we have that β(c) is a constant times cm. After an affine change of
coordinates in the dynamical z-plane and a rescaling in the parameter c-
plane, we may assume that the projection of ψqν : D∞ → D∞ is the family
fc(z) = z2 + cm where c ∈ Qa.

For the standard quadratic family Qc(z) = z2 + c it is well known that
Qnc (0) = 0 has only simple solutions for all n > 1. It follows that for our
family, all solutions of fnc (0) = 0 are simple provided that n > 2. Hence
two distinct parameters of Per do not lie in the same element of the affine
partition of D∞. Therefore ν̂ is not an accumulation point of Per. �

Proof of Proposition 5.7. — By Proposition 5.8, if an element P of the
partition Pn associated to Dn contains a level n+1 dynamical ball of some
ψν with ν ∈ Dn = Dν

n(ν), then P contains a level n + 1 parameter ball.
Conversely, if P contains a parameter ballDn+1 of level n+1 and ν′ ∈ Dn+1,
then ψnν′(P ) = ψnν (P ) for all ν ∈ Dn. Moreover, since ψnν′(ν

′) is a level 1
point we have that ψnν′(P ) = B1(ω+) or B1(γ+). In either case the preimage
of D1(ω+) or D1(γ+) under ψν : P → B1(ω+) or ψν : P → B1(γ+) is a
level n+ 1 dynamical ball contained in P .

We must show that P contains at most one parameter ball of level n+1.
Suppose that Dn+1 and D′n+1 are level n + 1 parameter balls contained
in P . From Proposition 5.8, it is sufficient to show that the periods p

and p′ of their centers µ and µ′ coincide. By Lemma 5.10 we have that
ψkµ(P ) = ψkµ′(P ) for k = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, since there is at most one
dynamical ball inside ψk−1

µ (P ) and Dµ
n+1(µ) = Dn+1 ⊂ P we have that:

ω+ ∈ ψkµ(D
µ
n+2(ω

+)) = ψk−1
µ (Dµ

n+1(µ)) ⊂ ψk−1
µ (P ) if and only if ω+ ∈

ψk−1
µ (P ). Similarly, ω+ ∈ ψkµ′(D

µ′

n+2(ω
+)) if and only if ω+ ∈ ψk−1

µ′ (P ).
Therefore, p = p′.

Now let P be an element of the affine partition of Dn and let ν ∈ Dn.
Suppose that there exists a level n + 1 parameter ball Dn+1 ⊂ P and a
level n + 1 dynamical ball Dν

n+1(ζ) ⊂ P . To complete the proof of the
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proposition, given ν′ ∈ Dn+1 we must show that

Mν
n+1(ζ) = Mν′

n+1(ν
′).

Since ζ∈Dν
n(ν) we have that Mν

n(ζ)=Mν
n(ν)=Mν′

n (ν′). Thus we just need
to prove that ω+∈Dν

n+1−k(ψ
k
ν (ζ)) if and only if ω+ ∈Dν′

n+1−k(ψ
k
ν′(ν

′)), for
all k = 0, . . . , n + 1. Since ν′ ∈ Dν

n(ν), Lemma 5.10 implies that ψν∗ =
ψν′∗ : Pn+1−k → Pn+1−(k+1) for all k such that 1 6 k 6 n, where Pn+1−k

is the affine partition associated to Dν
n+1−k(ψ

k
ν (ω

+)) = Dν′

n+1−k(ψ
k
ν′(ω

+)).
Now ω+ ∈ Dν

n+1−k(ψ
k
ν (ζ)) if and only if ω+ ∈ ψkν (P ) and ω+ ∈ ψkν′(P ) if

and only if ω+ ∈ Dν′

n+1−k(ψ
k
ν′(ν

′)). Therefore the proposition follows from
the fact that ψkν (P ) = ψkν′(P ). �

5.3. Realization

In order to prove Theorem 5.3 we first have to show that every admissible
critical marked grid of level n is realized by a cubic polynomial.

Proposition 5.16. — Let n > 0 and Mn+1 be an admissible critical
marked grid of level n+1. Then there exists ν ∈ Ln such that Mν

n+1(ω
+) =

Mn+1.

Proof. — Since the proposition is clearly true for n = 0 we proceed by
induction. That is we suppose that Mn+2 is an admissible critical marked
grid of level n+2 and ν ∈ Ln is such that Mν

n+1(ω
+) coincides with Mn+2

in all the positions (`, k) with `+ k 6 n+ 1. By Proposition 5.8, it suffices
to show that there exists a level n+1 point ζ contained in Dν

n(ν) such that
Mν

n+1(ζ) coincides with the grid obtained from Mn+2 after erasing its first
column. For this purpose let νj = ψjν(ω

+), p be the minimal k > 1 such
that the (n+ 2− k, k) position of Mn+2 is marked and k1, . . . , km be such
that 0 < k1 < · · · < km < p and (n + 1 − j, j) is marked in Mn+2 if and
only if j = ki for some i.

Our task boils down to find a dynamical ball Dn+1 of level n+1 contained
in Dν

n(ν) such that ω+ /∈ Dn+1 ∪ · · · ∪ ψp−2
ν (Dn+1) and ψp−1

ν (Dn+1) =
Dn+2−p(ω+).

We first claim that there exist 2 level n + 2 − km dynamical balls B0
m

and B1
m contained in Dν

n+1−km
(νkm) such that for i = 0, 1 we have that

ω+ /∈ Bim ∪ · · · ∪ψp−1−km(Bim) and ω+ ∈ ψp−km(Bim). There are two cases
according to whether p < n+ 2 or p = n+ 2.

In the case that p < n + 2, by (Mc) of Proposition 4.5, gm = ψp−km
ν :

Dν
n+1−km

(νkm
) → Dν

n+1−p(νp) has degree 2 and gm(ω+) /∈ Dν
n+2−p(ω

+).
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Hence, in this case we let B0
m and B1

m be the two preimages of Dν
n+2−p(ω

+)
under gm.

In the case that p = n + 2, by (Md) of Proposition 4.5, the position
(1, n+ 1− km) in Mn+2 is marked (otherwise, taking ` = n+ 1− km and
k = km in (Md) we would have that M1,n+1 would be marked and therefore
p = n+1). Hence, gm = ψn+1−km

ν : Dν
n+1−km

(νkm
) → D0 has degree 2 and

gm(ω+) ∈ D1(ω+). Therefore, in this case, we let B0
m and B1

m be the two
preimages of D1(−2) under gm.

We now claim that for all j = 1, . . . ,m there exist at least 2 level n+2−kj
dynamical balls B0

j and B1
j contained in Dν

n+1−kj
(νkj ) such that for i = 0, 1

we have that ω+ /∈ Bij ∪ · · · ∪ ψ
p−1−kj
ν (Bij) and ω+ ∈ ψ

p−kj
ν (Bij). In fact,

for j = m we have already established this, so we may assume the above
true for j + 1 and prove it for j. Since gj = ψ

kj+1−kj
ν : Dν

n+1−kj
(νkj ) →

Dν
n+1−kj+1

(νkj+1) has degree 2, it follows that at least one of the two balls
B0
j+1, B1

j+1 does not contain gj(ω+), say B0
j+1, and we may let B0

j and B1
j

be the preimages of B0
j+1 under gj .

Finally, note that g0 = ψk1−1
ν : Dν

n(ν) → Dn+1−k1(νk1) is one-to-one.
The preimage of B0

1 under g0 is a level n+1 dynamical ball Dn+1 contained
in Dν

n(ν) such that ω+ /∈ Dn+1 ∪ · · · ∪ψp−2
ν (Dn+1) and ω+ ∈ ψp−1

ν (Dn+1).
�

Proof of Theorem 5.3. — Let M`,k denote the (`, k) entry of M. For
n > 0, let Mn denote the level n grid with entries M`,k where `+ k 6 n.

(i) Suppose that M is periodic of period p . Let n0 be such that Mn,n−k
is unmarked for all 1 < k < p and all n > n0. Denote by ν1, . . . , νm the
level n0 centers with critical marked grid of level n0 +1 that coincides with
Mn0+1. It follows that M = Mνi(ω+) for all i = 1, . . . ,m. For each i, let Xi

be the infraconnected component of K(ψνi) that contains νi. Recall that
Xi is a closed ball (Corollary 4.8). Moreover, if Dn(νi) denotes the level n
parameter ball which contains νi, then Xi = ∩Dn(νi). Hence, Mν(ω+) =
Mνi(ω+) = M for all ν ∈ Xi. That is, X1∪· · ·∪Xm ⊂ CM. Given ν ∈ CM,
to complete the proof of (i), it is sufficient to show that ν ∈ Xi for some
i. In fact, for n > n0, the center νc of the parameter ball Dn(ν) of level
n containing ν is such that Mνc

n+1(ω
+) = Mν

n+1(ω
+) = Mn+1. Therefore

νc = νi for some i and ν ∈ Xi.

(ii) Suppose that M is an aperiodic admissible marked grid. Let Yn be the
union of all level n parameter balls Dn such that Mn+1 = Mν

n+1(ω
+) for all

ν ∈ Dn. It follows that CM = ∩n>0Yn. The radius rn of the parameter balls
that participate in Yn coincide since it only depends on Mn+1. Moreover
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rn → 0 as n→∞. Therefore CM is a compact non-empty set. The number
bn of parameter balls of level n in Yn is an non-decreasing function of n.
Moreover, the number of level n+1 balls in Yn+1 which lie inside a ball Dn
of level n contained in Yn is independent of Dn (Proposition 5.7). Hence,
CM is a Cantor set if bn →∞ as n→∞ and a finite set otherwise.

(iii) Given an aperiodic critical marked grid, for all ν′ ∈ CM the level n
parameter ball Dn(ν′) which contains ν′ has non-empty intersection with
Ln \ Ln+1. If ν ∈ Ln \ Ln+1, then both critical points of ψν escape to
infinity. It follows that ν′ ∈ ∂{ν ∈ L0 | {ω± = ±1} ⊂ L \ K(ψν)}, since
{ν′} = ∩Dn(ν′).

Conversely, if ν ∈ ∂{ν ∈ L0 | {ω± = ±1} ⊂ L \ K(ψν)}, then ω+ ∈
K(ψν), since the parameters for which both critical points escape form an
open set. By (i), the critical marked grid Mν must be aperiodic. �

5.4. Dynamics over finite extensions of Qa((t))

The aim of this subsection is to discuss the dynamical behavior of cubic
polynomials with coefficients in a finite extension of Qa((t)). In particular,
we show that some cubic polynomials with coefficients in a finite extension
of Qa((t)) have a non-periodic recurrent critical point. That is, a critical
point which is an accumulation point of its orbit but it is not periodic.
Examples of non-Archimedean dynamical systems over finite extensions of
Qp with wild recurrent critical points were recently given by Rivera in [28].
We emphasize that Rivera shows the existence of a wild recurrent critical
point (i.e., a critical point where the local degree is a multiple of p).

If ψν is such that ω+ ∈ K(ψν) and ω− escapes to infinity, then ω+ is
recurrent if and only if the critical marked grid of ψν is not periodic and
has marked columns of arbitrarily long depth. There is a stronger notion of
critical recurrence associated to marked grids called persistent recurrence
(e.g., see [20, 25]).

As a corollary of our description of the parameter space of cubic poly-
nomials we will be able to use the examples of recurrent and persistently
recurrent critical marked grids due to Harris [20] to prove the following:

Corollary 5.17. — Let ψν(ζ) = t−2(ζ − 1)2(ζ + 2) + ν. Then the
following hold:

(i) There exists νa ∈ Qa((t)) such that the critical point ω+ = +1 is
recurrent and not periodic under iterations of ψνa

.
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(ii) There exists νb ∈ Qa((t1/2)) such that critical point ω+ = +1 is
persistently recurrent and not periodic under iterations of ψνb

.

The corollary will follow from two lemmas and the work of Harris cited
above.

In order to simplify notation, for ζ ∈ Qa〈〈t〉〉 we say that the algebraic
degree of ζ is

δ(ζ) = [Qa((t))(ζ) : Qa((t))].

When Qa〈〈t〉〉 is regarded as the inductive limit of {Qa((t1/m));m ∈ N}
the algebraic degree of ζ coincides with the smallest m such that ζ ∈
Qa((t1/m)).

Let us fix α ∈ Qa〈〈t〉〉 and consider as before ψν(ζ) = α−2(ζ − 1)2(ζ +
2) + ν with ν ∈ L. We define the algebraic degree of ψν as

δ(ψν) = max{δ(α), δ(ν)} if ν ∈ Qa〈〈t〉〉,

and ∞ otherwise. The algebraic degree of a ball B ⊂ L is defined as:

δ(B) = min{δ(ψν) | ν ∈ B}

We will be interested in computing the algebraic degree of parameter
balls. Clearly δ(D0) = δ(α). Our next result shows that the center of a
parameter ball minimizes the algebraic degree of the elements of the ball.
More precisely:

Lemma 5.18. — Let Dn+1 ⊂ Dn be parameter balls of levels n+ 1 and
n respectively with n > 0. Denote by νn+1 the center of Dn+1 and by Pn
the element of the affine partition of Dn that contains Dn+1. Then:

δ(ψνn+1) = δ(Dn+1) = δ(Pn).

Before proving the lemma let us remark that if ϕ is a polynomial with
coefficients in Qa((t1/m)), and B,B′ ⊂ L are balls such that ϕ : B → B′

is bĳective, then δ(ζ) 6 max{m, δ(ϕ(ζ)), δ(ν)} for all ν ∈ B. This easily
follows from the Newton polygon of ϕ(· − ν)− ϕ(ζ).

Proof. — Let ν̂ ∈ Pn be such that δ(ψν̂) = δ(Pn). Let p̂ be the period of
the center ψνn+1 . By Proposition 5.7 there exists a level n + 1 dynamical
ball Dν̂

n+1 contained in Pn such that ψp̂−1
ν̂ : Dν̂

n+1 → Dν̂
n+2−p̂(ω

+) is one–
to–one. Hence there exists a unique ζ̂1 ∈ Dν̂

n+1 such that ψp̂−1
ν̂ (ζ̂1) = ω+.

It follows that δ(ζ̂1) 6 δ(ψν̂). Let ζ̂k = ψk−1
ν̂ (ζ̂1) and consider B as in

Lemma 5.11. From this lemma we conclude that there is a well defined
Thurston map T : B → B. If T (ζ1, . . . , ζp̂) = (ζ ′1, . . . , ζ

′
p̂), then δ(ζ ′i) 6

max{δ(ζ ′i+1), δ(ψζ1)} since ζ ′i is obtained as a preimage of ζi+1 under the
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restriction of ψζ1 to a ball where this polynomial is injective. The first
coordinates of T k(ζ̂1, . . . ζ̂p̂) converge to νn+1 as k →∞. Therefore,

δ(ψνn+1) 6 δ(ψζ̂1) 6 δ(ψν̂) = δ(Pn).

The lemma easily follows. �

Next we show that δ(Dn) is in fact computable from the information
contained in the level n+ 1 critical marked grid of the parameters in Dn.

Lemma 5.19. — Let Dn+1 ⊂ Dn be parameter balls of levels n+ 1 and
n with centers νn+1 and νn, respectively. Denote by rn the radius of Dn
and let sn = min{s ∈ N | s| log rn| ∈ N}. Then the following hold:

(i) If νn+1 = νn, then δ(Dn+1) = δ(Dn).
(ii) If νn+1 6= νn, then δ(Dn+1) = max{sn, δ(Dn)}.

Proof. — Part a) follows immediately from the previous lemma. Suppose
that νn+1 6= νn and observe that, by Proposition 5.7, |νn+1 − νn|o = rn.
Hence ord(νn+1 − νn) = − log rn. It follows that

sn 6 max{δ(νn+1), δ(νn)} 6 max{δ(ψνn+1), δ(ψνn
)} = δ(ψνn+1).

Therefore, max{sn, δ(ψνn
)} 6 δ(ψνn+1).

Now let Pn be the ball of the affine partition of Dn that contains Dn+1. It
follows that Pn contains a series of the form νn+atq/sn for some 0 6= a ∈ Qa

and some q ∈ N relatively prime with sn. So

δ(ψνn+1) = δ(Pn) 6 max{δ(ψνn
), sn}

which, in view of the previous lemma, finishes the proof. �

Let us now illustrate how the above lemmas may be used to compute
the algebraic degree of some parameters. For simplicity we restrict to the
case in which α = t−1 and let ψν be a polynomial with critical marked
grid M = (M`,k). For all n, we denote by Dn the parameter ball of level
n containing ν, by rn its radius and by νn its center. Furthermore we
suppose that ω+ is periodic of period p under ψν if the critical marked grid
is periodic of period p. Now the smallest integer sk such that

sk| log rn| = sk · 2 ·
k+1∑
`=1

2
∑`−1

i=0
M`−i,i ∈ N

is clearly computable from M. The previous lemma implies that

δ(Dn+1) = max{sk | νk+1 6= νk, 0 6 k 6 n}.
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Moreover, ν is algebraic over Qa((t)) if and only if

δ(M) = sup{sk | νk+1 6= νk} <∞

and in this case the algebraic degree of ψν coincides with δ(M).
The above formula for δ(ψν) coincides with Branner and Hubbard’s for-

mula for the “length” of a “turning curve” passing through a complex cubic
polynomial with critical marked grid M. In [20], Harris shows the existence
of critical marked grids satisfying rules (Ma) through (Md) which are (resp.
persistently) critically recurrent and aperiodic such that δ(M) = 1 (resp.
δ(M) = 2). Corollary 5.17 now follows.

6. Parameter space of cubic polynomials

As explained in the introduction we work in the parameter space PL ≡ L2

where the cubic polynomial corresponding to (α, ν) ∈ L2 is

ϕα,ν(ζ) = ζ3 − 3α2ζ + 2α3 + ν.

Note that the critical points of ϕα,ν are ±α and that ν = ϕα,ν(α) is a
critical value. The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3 and Corol-
lary 1.4.

The infraconnectedness locus CL is the subset of PL formed by all (α, ν)
such that K(ϕα,ν) is infraconnected. According to Lemma 6.1 below

CL = B+
1 (0)×B+

1 (0).

In particular, CL is both closed and open in PL ≡ L2. The shift locus
SL ⊂ PL consists of all parameters corresponding to cubic polynomials
ϕα,ν for which both critical points escape to infinity. It follows that SL is
open. The rest of parameter space EL consists of the parameters of cubic
polynomials ϕα,ν with one critical point in K(ϕα,ν) and the other one
escaping. It is subdivided into E+

L and E−L according to whether +α escape
to infinity or −α escapes to infinity.

Note that ϕα,ν(ζ) = ϕ−α,ν+4α3(ζ). Therefore, the parameter space invo-
lution (α, ν) → (−α, ν + 4α3) fixes the infraconnectedness locus as well as
the shift locus, and interchanges E−L with E+

L .

Lemma 6.1. — The following hold:

CL = B+
1 (0)×B+

1 (0),

E−L ⊂ {(α, ν) ∈ L2 | |α|o = |ν|o > 1},
E+

L ⊂ {(α, ν) ∈ L2 | |α|3o = |ν|o > 1}.
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Proof. — If (α, ν) ∈ B+
1 (0)×B+

1 (0), then |ϕnα,ν(±α)|o 6 1, for all n > 0.
Therefore, (α, ν) ∈ CL.

If |α|o 6 1 and |ν|o > 1, then |ϕα,ν(−α)|o = |4α3 + ν|o = |ν|o > Rϕα,ν

and |ϕα,ν(α) = ν|o > Rϕα,ν
since Rϕα,ν

= |ν|1/3o . Therefore, B+
1 (0) × (L \

B+
1 (0)) ⊂ SL.

If |α|o > 1 and |α|o < |ν|o, then Rϕα,ν
= |ν|1/3o < |ν|o. Therefore,

α /∈ K(ϕα,ν).
If |α|o > 1 and |α|o > |ν|o, then Rϕα,ν

= |α|o < |α|3o = |ϕα,ν(ν)|o.
Therefore, α /∈ K(ϕα,ν).

We conclude that E+
L ⊂ {(α, ν) ∈ L2 | |α|o = |ν|o > 1}. Now since under

the involution (α, ν) 7→ (α′, ν′) = (−α, 4α3 + ν), a parameter (α, ν) such
that |α|o = |ν|o > 1 maps to one such that |α′|3o = |ν′|o, the last assertion
of the lemma follows. �

Proof of Theorem 1.3. — Note that ∂SL ⊂ EL since both SL and CL
are open. Let A±L be the set of polynomials ϕα,ν in E±L such that the
infraconnected component of K(ϕα,ν) which contains ∓α is not periodic.
In view of the parameter space involution to establish that ∂SL = AL it
suffices to prove that ∂SL ∩ E−L = A−L .

Fix α > 1 and observe that

1
α
ϕα,ν(αζ) = α2(ζ − 1)2(ζ + 2) + ν = ψν(ζ).

We studied such one-parameter families ψν in Section 5. In particular,
Corollary 5.15 shows that if the infraconnected component of ω+ = +1 is
not periodic under ψν , then there exists a sequence {νn} converging to ν
such that ψνn

has both critical points ω± = ±1 escaping. It follows that
A−L ⊂ ∂SL ∩ E−L .

To finish the proof it suffices to show that E−L \ A−L is open in L2. In
fact, let ϕα,ν ∈ E−L \A−L and denote by U the infraconnected component of
K(ϕα,ν) which contains α. From Theorem 1.1 we have that U is a periodic
closed ball, say of period p and radius r > 0. Let V be an open neighborhood
of ϕα,ν such that

|ϕpα′,ν′(ζ)− ϕpα,ν(ζ)|o < r

for all ζ ∈ U and all (α′, ν′) ∈ V. It follows that ϕpα′,ν′(U) = U for all
(α′, ν′) ∈ V. Hence, V ⊂ E−L \ A−L . �

Proof of Corollary 1.4. — (i) =⇒ (ii) =⇒ (iii) follows from Corol-
lary 2.12.
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(iii) =⇒ (iv). If all cycles of ϕ are repelling, then ϕ lies in the closure of
SL. Otherwise, there would exist an infraconnected component U of K(ϕ)
containing a critical point which is a periodic closed ball of some period
p > 1. According to Lemma 2.4, we would have that ϕp has a fixed point
in U which, by Schwarz Lemma, would be non-repelling. Thus, we obtain
a contradiction with (iii).

(iv) =⇒ (i). This follows from combining theorems 1.1 and 1.3. �

7. Complex cubic polynomials

The aim of this section is to prove theorems 1.5 and 1.6. Recall that in
complex cubic polynomial dynamics we work in the parameter space PC of
polynomials of the form

fa,v(z) = (z − a)2(z + 2a) + v, (a, v) ∈ C2.

Parameter space is subdivided into three sets according to how many crit-
ical points of fa,v escape to infinity:

• The connectedness locus CC is the subset of PC formed by all pa-
rameters (a, v) for which none of the critical points of fa,v escape
to infinity. The connectedness locus is a compact and connected
subset of parameter space (see [10]).

• The set EC formed by all (a, v) such that fa,v has one critical point
in the basin of infinity and one critical point in the filled Julia set.
Thus, EC is the disjoint union of E−C and E+

C where E−C (resp. E+
C )

is formed by all (a, v) ∈ EC such that −a (resp. +a) escapes to ∞.
• The shift locus SC consisting of the parameters (a, v) corresponding

to polynomials fa,v such that all their critical points are in the basin
of infinity.

As mentioned in the introduction, periodic curves will play a central rôle
in establishing a relation between dynamics over L and dynamics over C.
Recall that Per(n) is the algebraic subset of PC ≡ C2 formed by all param-
eters such that the critical point +a has exact period n. Periodic curves of
cubic polynomials have been studied by Milnor in [23] and their analogue in
the parameter space of quadratic rational functions have been intensively
studied by Rees [26]. It is known that Per(n) is a smooth submanifold of
C2, for all n, and it is an open problem to determine whether Per(n) is
connected (i.e., irreducible). We will be particularly interested in the por-
tion of Per(n) outside the connectedness locus CC. An end of Per(n) is, by
definition, a connected component of Per(n) \ CC.
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Since our aim is to study E−C near infinity, it is convenient to compactify
PC by adding a line L∞ at infinity and to identify the resulting space
with CP2. That is, CP2 ≡ PC ∪ L∞ where PC ≡ {[a : v : 1] ∈ CP2} and
L∞ ≡ {[a : v : 0] ∈ CP2}.

Let us now outline the contents of this section.
In Subsection 7.1 we introduce some definitions from complex polynomial

dynamics and give a brief summary about the combinatorial structure of
the dynamical plane of cubic polynomials in a neighborhood V of E−C . In
particular, following Branner and Hubbard, we introduce dynamical disks
and annuli of level n for polynomials in V.

In Subsection 7.2, to simplify the exposition, we isolate the proof of three
lemmas which consist of easy calculations that we will need afterward. In
particular, these lemmas show that the closure of E−C in CP2 intersects the
line L∞ at {[1 : 1 : 0], [1 : −2 : 0]}. Note that the line {[a : a : 1]} (resp.
{[a : −2a : 1]}) is Per(1) (resp. all fa,v such that +a is a prefixed critical
point).

In Subsection 7.3, roughly speaking, we show that Puiseux series of ends
of periodic curves have a “radius of convergence” uniformly bounded away
from zero (after passing to the universal cover). More precisely, we show
that there exists ε > 0 such that if ν =

∑
j>0 ajt

j/m ∈ Qa〈〈t〉〉 is the
Puiseux series of an end F of a periodic curve, then

h 7→ [1 : ν(e2πih) : e2πih]

is a well defined map from

Hε =
{
h ∈ C | Imh > − log ε

2π

}
onto F ∩ Vε which is a conformal universal cover, where

Vε = {[1 : v̄ : ā] | 0 < |ā| < ε}.

In Subsection 7.7 we let PerL be the set formed by all Puiseux series of
ends of periodic curves and consider its closure PerL in L. We show the
map from Hε × PerL onto ∪Per(n) ∩ Vε, given by the previous subsection,
extends to a map Φ : Hε × PerL → Vε which is holomorphic in the first
coordinate and continuous in the second.

In Subsection 7.5 we study the lack of injectivity of Φ.
In Subsection 7.6 we establish that PerL has a clear non-Archimedean

dynamical interpretation. Namely, we consider the one-parameter family
ψν(ζ) = t−2(ζ − 1)2(ζ + 2) + ν ∈ L[ζ] and show that PerL consists of all
parameters ν ∈ L such that the critical point +1 is periodic under ψν .
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In Subsection 7.7, we use the compactness given by Theorem 5.3 to show
that the map ν → Φ(·, ν) is continuous from the subspace topology of
PerL ⊂ L to the sup–norm topology on functions. After recalling some
facts about almost periodic functions, we conclude that each ν ∈ PerL
corresponds to the Fourier series of an almost periodic function.

In order to proceed it is necessary to go into a more detailed analysis of
the relation between the dynamics of ψν over L and that of the complex
polynomial fΦ(h,ν), for ν ∈ PerL. In Subsection 7.8 it is shown that the
marked grids of ψν and fΦ(h,ν) agree for all ν ∈ PerL.

In Subsection 7.9, using that NRL = PerL \PerL and some results from
complex dynamics, we prove theorems 1.5 and 1.6.

7.1. Dynamical disks and annuli for complex cubic polynomials

Important tools to study the dynamics of complex polynomials are the
Green function and the Böttcher map. Given a degree d > 2 monic poly-
nomial f : C → C, the Green function

Gf : C → R>0

z 7→ lim log+ |f
n(z)|

dn

is a well defined continuous function which vanishes in K(f) and is har-
monic in C \K(f). The Böttcher map φf : B∇(f) → C \ D is a conformal
isomorphism from the basin of infinity B∇(f) under the gradient flow ∇Gf
into C \ D which conjugates f with z 7→ zd (i.e. φf (f(z)) = φf (z)d for all
z ∈ B∇(f)) and is asymptotic to the identity at infinity (i.e. φf (z) = z+o(z)
as |z| → ∞).

For general background on polynomial dynamics see Section 18 in [24].
Recall that we work in the parameter space PC of complex cubic poly-

nomials of the form

fa,v(z) = (z − a)2(z + 2a) + v, (a, v) ∈ C2.

We now specialize on the subset V ⊂ PC where the fastest escaping critical
point is −a. That is,

V = {(a, v) | −a /∈ K(fa,v), Gfa,v (+a) < Gfa,v (−a)}.

Note that V is a neighborhood of E−C .
Following Branner and Hubbard [10, 11] we summarize the basic combi-

natorial structure of the dynamical plane of polynomials in V. Let (a, v) ∈ V
and f = fa,v. It follows that

Df
0 = {z | Gf (z) < 3Gf (−a)}
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is a topological open disk which we call the dynamical disk of level 0 of
f . The set {z | Gf (z) < 3−n+1Gf (−a)} is a finite disjoint union of open
topological disks that we call dynamical disks of level n. Equivalently, a
dynamical disk of level n is a connected component of f−n(Df

0 ). A point z
is a level n point if Gf (z) < 3−n+1Gf (−a) and the disk of level n containing
z is denoted Df

n(z). The level 0 annulus is

Af0 = {z | Gf (−a) < Gf (z) < 3Gf (−a)}

and has modulus modA = π−1Gf (−a) since it is conformally isomorphic
to {z | eGf (−a) < |z| < e3Gf (−a)}. The level n annulus around a level n
point z is

Afn(z) = Df
n(z) \ {w | Gf (w) 6 3−nGf (−a)}.

A level n annulus Afn is said to be critical if Afn = Afn(+a).
If z is a level n+1 point, then f(Df

n+1(z)) = Df
n(f(z)) and f : Df

n+1(z) →
Df
n(f(z)) is a branched covering of degree 2 if +a ∈ Df

n+1(z) and of degree
1 otherwise. Now if +a is a level n+1 point, then f : Afn+1(z) → Afn(f(z))
is a covering map of degree 2 when Afn+1(z) is critical and of degree 1
otherwise.

The marked grids for f are defined similarly than in Definition 4.4 and
satisfy the rules stated in Proposition 4.5.

According to [10] the set {(a, v) | Gfa,v
(±a) 6 ρ} is compact, for all

ρ > 0. Moreover, Gfa,v
depends continuously on (a, v).

Lemma 7.1. — Suppose that U ⊂ V is an open and connected set so
that for all (a, v) ∈ U the critical point +a is a level n point of fa,v. Then
the level n critical marked grids of all fa,v ∈ U coincide.

Proof. — Given k = 1, . . . , n; the set consisting of all (a, v) ∈ U such
that fka,v(+a) and +a are in a common (resp. different) level ` 6 n−k disk
is open in U . Since U is connected, the lemma follows. �

7.2. Preliminaries

In this subsection we establish three preliminary lemmas which are rather
easy calculations related to parameters in a neighborhood of {[1 : 1 : 0],
[1 : −2 : 0]} ⊂ CP2.

Lemma 7.2. — Suppose that (a, v) ∈ C2 is such that |a| > 2 and either
|v + 2a| < |a| or |v − a| < |a|. Then:
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(i) |fn(−a)| > |a|3n (√
2
)−3n−1−1

.
(ii) log |a| − 1

6 log 2 6 Gfa,v (−a) 6 log |a|+ 1
2 log 3

2 .

(iii) Gfa,v
(+a) 6 1

3 log |a|+ 1
18 log 25 · 32.

Proof. — Let f = fa,v. First note that

(7.1) |z| > 3|a| =⇒ |f(z)| > 3|a|.

In fact, using that |v| < 3|a| we obtain |f(z)| > |z|3(1−|az |
2−2|az |−|

v
z3 |) >

12|z| > 3|a|. Similarly we have:

(7.2) |z| > 3|a| =⇒ 1
2
|z|3 6 |f(z)| 6 3

2
|z|3.

Also,

(7.3) |z| < 3|a| =⇒ |f(z)| < 40|a|3,

since |f(z)| 6 |a|3(2 + |v|
|a|3 + 3| za | + | za |

3) 6 40|a|3. Inductively applying
equation (7.2) we have:

(7.4) 3|a| < |z| < 40|a|3 =⇒ |fn(z)| < 403n

|a|3
n+1
(

3
2

) 3n−1−1
2

Now we prove (i). Since |f(−a)| = |4a3+v| > |a|3 > 3|−a|, by induction,
from equation (7.2) we conclude that for all n:

|fn(−a)| > |a|3
n

(
1
2

) 3n−1−1
2

.

From here, taking logarithms, dividing by 3n and passing to the limit we
obtain the lower bound of (ii). For the upper bound of (ii) note that 3|−a| <
|f(−a)| 6 7|a|3 < 40|a|3. Hence, applying equation (7.4) the desired upper
bound follows.

For (iii), either Gf (a) = 0 or there exists n0 > 1 such that |fn(a)| 6 3|a|
for n 6 n0 and 3|a| < |fn0+1(a)| < 40|a|3. In the latter case, let w = fn0(a)
and from equation (7.4) conclude thatGf (w) 6 3 log |a|+ 1

2 log 25 · 32. Since
Gf (w) = 3n0+1Gf (a) > 9Gf (a) the upper bound of (iii) follows. �

Lemma 7.3. — Let f = fa,v and suppose that Gf (−a) > 3Gf (v).
(i) If Df

1 (v) = Df
1 (a), then∣∣∣v

a
− 1
∣∣∣ 6 16

eGf (−a) − 16
.

(ii) If Df
1 (v) = Df

1 (−2a), then∣∣∣v
a

+ 2
∣∣∣ 6 16

e2Gf (−a) − 16
.
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Proof. — Since both assertions follow along the same lines, we just prove
(i). So suppose that Df

1 (v) = Df
1 (a). Hence, 2πmodAf1 (v) = Gf (−a) and,

Af1 (v) separates a and v from −a and ∞. Consider the Möebius transfor-
mation Γ(z) = −a(z + 2a)−1 and note that Γ(Af1 (v)) separates −1 and 0
from ∞ and Γ(v) = (v/a− 1)−1. According to Chapter III in [1], for some
function Ψ:

1
2π
Gf (−a) 6

1
2π

Ψ(|Γ(v)|) 6
1
2π

log 16(|Γ(v)|+ 1).

From where the desired inequality immediately follows. �

Lemma 7.4. — For ρ > 0 let Eρ be the set formed by all (a, v) ∈ PC
such that

(i) Gfa,v (−a) > 3Gfa,v (v).
(ii) D

fa,v

1 (v) = D
fa,v

1 (a) (resp. Dfa,v

1 (v) = D
fa,v

1 (−2a)).
(iii) Gfa,v (−a) > ρ.

For any neighborhood W of [1 : 1 : 0] (resp. [1 : −2 : 0]) in CP2 ≡ PC∪L∞,
there exists ρ̂ such that Eρ̂ ⊂W .

Proof. — Without loss of generality we prove the lemma for a neighbor-
hood W of [1 : 1 : 0]. Take ρ0 > 0 such that (i), (ii) and Gfa,v

(−a) > ρ0

imply that |v − a| < |a| (see Lemma 7.3). Let ρ1 > ρ0 be such that
Gfa,v

(−a) 6 ρ1 for all (a, v) such that |a| 6 2 and |v| 6 6. It follows
that Gfa,v

(−a) > ρ1 implies that |a| > 2 and |v − a| < |a|. Now let δ > 0
be such that {[1 : v̄ : ā] | |ā| < δ, |v̄ − 1| < δ} ⊂ W . By Lemma 7.2
(ii) and Lemma 7.3, there exists ρ̂ such that Gfa,v (−a) > ρ̂ implies that
|a|−1 = |ā| < δ and |v/a− 1| = |v̄ − 1| < δ. �

As mentioned above, given ρ > 0, according to Branner and Hubbard
[10], the set formed by polynomials (a, v) such that Gfa,v

(±a) 6 ρ is com-
pact. Since for all (a, v) ∈ E−C we have that the critical value v = fa,v(+a)
has escape rate Gfa,v (v) = 0 and v lies in one of the two level one disks
D
fa,v

1 (a), Dfa,v

1 (−2a), the previous lemma shows that the portion of E−C
outside a large enough compact subset of PC is contained in an arbitrarily
small neighborhood of {[1 : 1 : 0], [1 : −2 : 0]}. Hence, we have the following
corollary.

Corollary 7.5. — The intersection of the closure of E−C in CP2 with
the line at infinity L∞ is {[1 : 1 : 0], [1 : −2 : 0]}.
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7.3. Geometry of periodic curves

We are particularly interested in the geometry of periodic curves near
the line at infinity. Recall that an end F of a periodic curve Per(n) is a
connected component of Per(n) \ CC. As already proven in [23], each end
is conformally isomorphic to the punctured unit disk (also see Lemma 7.8
below). Moreover, the closure of an end F contains a unique point x in
L∞ which must be either [1 : 1 : 0] or [1 : −2 : 0]. Furthermore, F ∪ {x}
is an irreducible analytic set which determines, and it is determined, by a
unique branch of Per(n) at x (see Corollary 7.9). We will simply say that
F is an end at x.

The aim of this subsection is to establish the following proposition and
corollary.

Proposition 7.6. — There exist coordinates (u,w) ∈ D×D in a neigh-
borhood U of [1 : 1 : 0] such that L∞ ⊃ {u = 0}, and for any end F of
Per(n) at [1 : 1 : 0], the projection F → D to the first coordinate is a finite
unramified cover over D∗ = D \ {0}.

Although the proposition is stated in a neighborhood of [1 : 1 : 0] a
similar result, proven with similar arguments, holds in a neighborhood of
[1 : −2 : 0].

Before proving the proposition we state an important consequence re-
garding Puiseux series of branches of Per(n) at L∞. Here, a Puiseux se-
ries of the branch of Per(n) corresponding to an end F is a series ν =∑
j>0 ajt

j/m ∈ Qa〈〈t〉〉 such that T → [1 :
∑
j>0 ajT

j : Tm] is a well
defined conformal isomorphism from {0 < |T | < δ} onto F ∩ V for some
δ > 0 and some neighborhood V of L∞. For more about Puiseux series
of singularities of algebraic curves see [12]. Our next result shows that
Puiseux series defining ends of periodic curves have a common domain of
convergence (modulo passing to the universal cover).

Recall that
Hε =

{
h ∈ C | Imh > − log ε

2π

}
.

Corollary 7.7. — There exists ε > 0 such that for any Puiseux series
ν =

∑
j>0 ajt

j/m defining an end F of Per(n) for some n, the map

h→ ν(e2πih) =
∑
j>0

aje
2πihj/m

is well defined on Hε. Moreover, the map

h→ [1 : ν(e2πih) : e2πih]
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induces a conformal isomorphism of Hε modulo z → z + m onto F ∩ Vε
where Vε = {[1 : v̄ : ā] | 0 < |ā| < ε}.

We first show how to deduce the corollary from the proposition and then
proceed to prove the latter.

Proof. — Without loss of generality we prove the corollary for all ends at
[1 : 1 : 0]. To simplify notation write x = [1 : 1 : 0]. Let V be a neighborhood
of x and Ψ : V → D× D be a coordinate as in the proposition. Given any
end F at x of any periodic curve, the projection to the first coordinate
Π1 : Ψ(F ∩ V ) → D∗ is a finite degree covering. Thus, there exists a
holomorphic map τF : H → D such that

H → Ψ(F ∩ V )
h 7→ (e2πih, τF (h))

is an universal cover.
First we show that the tangent lines to Ψ(F ∩V ) are uniformly bounded

away from the vertical line.

Claim. — Given ρ0 > 0, there exists a constant C > 0 such that∣∣∣∣ ddhτF (h)/
d

dh
e2πih

∣∣∣∣ 6 C

for all ends F at x and all h ∈ H such that Imh > ρ0.
In fact, consider the family T of all holomorphic functions τ : H → D

such that h 7→ (e2πih, τF (h)) is an universal covering of Ψ(V ∩F) for some
end F at x. Observe that T is a normal family and that if τ ∈ T , then
τ(·+ k) ∈ T for all k ∈ Z. Hence, there exists C > 0 such that∣∣∣∣ ddhτ(x+ iρ0)

∣∣∣∣ 6 2πCe−2πρ0 ,

for all x ∈ R and all τ ∈ T . In order to apply the Maximum Principle we fix
an end F and a map τF as above. Denote the degree of Π1 : Ψ(F∩V ) → D∗
by m. It follows that there exists τ̃F : D∗ → D such that

D∗ 3 T 7→ (Tm, τ̃F (T )) ∈ Ψ(F ∩ V )

is a conformal isomorphism and that τF (h) = τ̃F (T ) where T = e2πih/m.
By Lemma 7.3, τ̃F (T ) = cTm + higher order terms. Therefore,

d

dT
τ̃F (T )/(mTm−1)

extends to a holomorphic function in D which coincides with
d

dh
τF (h)/

d

dh
e2πih
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when T = e2πih/m. The desired inequality follows after applying the Max-
imum Principle. Thus, we have finished the proof of the claim.

Since V ⊂ {[1 : v̄ : ā] ∈ CP2} we may use (ā, v̄) coordinates in V

and write Ψ(ā, v̄) = (u(ā, v̄), w(ā, v̄)). By the proposition, ∂v̄w(x) 6= 0 and
∂āu(x) = 0. Therefore, shrinking V if necessary, we have that

|∂v̄w(y)/∂āw(y)| > C

for all y ∈ V (we allow the left hand side to take the value ∞). In view of
Lemma 7.4 there exists ε > 0 small enough so that for any end F at x we
have that F ∩ Vε ⊂ V where

Vε = {[1 : v̄ : ā] | 0 < |ā| < ε}.

Now given an end F at x the projection

Πā : F ∩ Vε → D∗ε = {ā ∈ C | 0 < |ā| < ε}

is an unramified covering of finite degree, say m. In fact, this map is a local
homeomorphism since the derivative of Πā restricted to the tangent space
of F ∩ Vε has rank 1 at every point. Taking into account that every degree
m covering of {0 < |T | < ε} is equivalent to T 7→ Tm, there exists a series∑
j>0 ajT

j convergent in |T |m < ε such that

T → [1 :
∑
j>0

ajT
j : Tm]

is a conformal isomorphism from 0 < |T |m < ε onto F ∩ Vε. Therefore,∑
j>0

ajt
j/m

is a Puiseux series of F . All Puiseux series of F converge in the same
domain, since any other Puiseux series is of the form∑

j>0

aje
2πijk/mtj/m

for some k = 0, . . . ,m− 1. For h ∈ Hε, the corollary easily follows making
the substitution T = e2πih/m in the above parametrization. �

The proof of the proposition relies on changing coordinates near [1 : 1 : 0]
with the aid of the Böttcher map φfa,v evaluated at a cocritical value.
Whenever a 6= 0, the cocritical value of −a is 2a (i.e., fa,v(−a) = fa,v(2a)
but −a 6= 2a). A nice observation due Branner and Hubbard is that the
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cocritical value 2a is always in the domain of definition B∇(fa,v) of the
Böttcher map φfa,v

provided that Gf (−a) > Gf (a). Moreover, the map

{fa,v | Gfa,v (−a) > Gfa,v (+a)} → C \ D
(a, v) 7→ φfa,v (2a)

is holomorphic.

Lemma 7.8. — If F is an end of Per(n), then the map

φF : F → C \ D
(a, v) 7→ φfa,v (2a)

is an unramified covering of finite degree.

Proof. — From Branner and Hubbard’s wringing construction [10] it fol-
lows that φF is a local homeomorphism (compare with [23]). Note that
φ−1
F (w0) is closed and bounded. To prove that this set is finite it suffices

to show that every point is isolated. In fact, if (a0, v0) ∈ φ−1
F (w0), then φF

extends holomorphically to a map φ on a neighborhood U0 of (a0, v0) in
C2 and therefore φ−1(w0) ∩ Per(n) is discrete in U0. �

Corollary 7.9. — If F is an end of Per(n), then the closure of F in
CP2 intersects the line at infinity at exactly one point x. The germ of the
analytic set F ∪ {x} at x is irreducible.

Proof. — Since φF is a finite degree covering of a punctured disk, it
follows that F is conformally isomorphic to a punctured disk and F ∩ L∞
consists of exactly one point x. Moreover, the germ of F ∪ {x} at x is
irreducible since a fundamental system of (punctured) neighborhoods of x
in F is given by the connected sets φ−1

F ({|w| > k}) where k ∈ N. �

Lemma 7.10. — There exists a neighborhood U of [1 : 1 : 0] such that

Ψ : U → C2

y 7→


(

1
φfa,v (2a)

,
v

a
− 1
)

if y = [a : v : 1] ∈ PC

(
0,
v

a
− 1
)

if y = [a : v : 0] ∈ L∞

is a well defined injective function and Ψ : U → Ψ(U) is biholomorphic.

Proof. — Let U0 = {[1 : v̄ : ā] | |ā| < 1/3, |v̄ − 1| < 1}. By Lemma 7.2
(ii) and (iii), Ψ : U0 → C2 is well defined. Moreover, Ψ is holomorphic in
U0 ∩PC = U0 \ L∞ and continuous in U0. It follows that Ψ is holomorphic
in U0.
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To show that Ψ is biholomorphic in a smaller open set it suffices to show
that the derivative DΨ has full rank at [1 : 1 : 0]. In coordinates (ā, v̄) in
the domain, DΨ(1,1) has the form:[

∂āΨ(1, 1) ?

0 1

]
where

∂āΨ(1, 1) = lim
|a|→∞

a

φf(a,a)(2a)
.

Thus it is enough to show that ∂āΨ(1, 1) 6= 0. In fact, let fa = f(a,a) and
φa = φfa

. Then

φa(2a)= lim
n→∞

2a
(
fa(2a)
(2a)3

)1/3

·
(

f2
a (2a)

(fa(2a))3

)1/32

· · ·
(

fna (2a)
(fn−1
a (2a))3n−1

)1/3n−1

.

For |a| sufficiently large, the above limit is uniform. In fact, since fa(−a) =
fa(2a) we have that

log
∣∣∣∣ f ia(2a)
f i−1
a (2a)3i−1

∣∣∣∣1/3
i

=
1
3i

log

∣∣∣∣∣1− 3
(

a

f ia(2a)

)2

+ 2
(

a

f ia(2a)

)3

+
a

(f ia(2a))3

∣∣∣∣∣
6
K

3i

for some K > 0. Now observe that:

lim
|a|→∞

fa(2a)
(2a)3

= lim
|a|→∞

4a3 + a

8a3
=

1
2

and, for all n > 2,

lim
|a|→∞

fna (2a)
(fn−1
a (2a))3n−1 = 1.

Therefore, switching the order of the limits |a| → ∞ and n→∞ we obtain
that ∂āΨ(1, 1) = 2−2/3 and the lemma follows. �

Proof of Proposition 7.6. — Consider a neighborhood U as in the pre-
vious lemma. We may assume that Ψ(U) is a small polydisk {(u,w) | |u| <
δ1, |w| < δ2}. By Lemma 7.4, we may choose a sufficiently small δ > 0 such
that 0 < δ < δ1 and F ∩ {fa,v | Gfa,v

(−a) > 1/δ} ⊂ U for all ends F at
[1 : 1 : 0]. Now shrink U by declaring U = Ψ−1{(u,w) | |u| < δ, |w| < δ2}
and rescale the image of Ψ to obtain the desired change of coordinates. �
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7.4. Continuous extension

Let PerL(n) ⊂ L be the set of Puiseux series of ends of the period n

curve Per(n). Consider

PerL = ∪n>1 PerL(n)

and its closure PerL in L. Throughout fix ε > 0 small so that the conclusion
of Corollary 7.7 holds. The aim of this subsection is to extend the map

Hε × PerL → Vε
(h, ν) 7→ [1 : ν(e2πih) : e2πih]

given by the above mentioned corollary to a map defined on Hε × PerL.

Proposition 7.11. — There exists a unique continuous map

Φ : Hε × PerL → Vε

which extends the map of Hε × PerL naturally defined by Corollary 7.7.
Moreover, Φ(·, ν) is holomorphic. Furthermore, if PerL ⊃ {νn} converges
to ν, then Φ(·, νn) converges locally uniformly to Φ(·, ν).

In Subsection 7.7 we will upgrade the local uniform convergence of the
proposition to uniform convergence.

The proof relies on the following Fourier analysis lemma.

Lemma 7.12. — Let {fn : R → C} be a uniformly bounded sequence of
functions that converges locally uniformly to a function f . For all n > 1,
suppose

fn(x) =
∑

Λn3λ>Mn

a
(n)
λ e2πiλx

where Λn is a discrete subset of R, the sum converges uniformly and

Mn →∞ as n→∞.

Then f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ R.

Proof. — Denote by S(R) the Schwarz space (see VI.4.1 in [21]). To show
that f ≡ 0 it is sufficient to prove that

∫
fg = 0 for all g ∈ Z where

Z = {g ∈ S(R) | ĝ has compact support}

and ĝ denotes the Fourier transform of g. In fact, Z is dense in S(R) (see [19]
II.1.6) and g 7→

∫
fg is a continuous functional.

Observe that if
h(x) =

∑
λ∈Λ

aλe2πiλx
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where Λ is a discrete and bounded below subset of R and the sum converges
uniformly, then ∫

R
h(x)g(x)dx =

∑
λ∈Λ

aλĝ(λ)

for all g ∈ S(R).
Given g ∈ Z the support of ĝ is contained in [−R,R] for some R > 0.

Hence, there exists N such that Mn > R for all n > N . It follows that∫
R
f(x) · g(x)dx = lim

n→∞

∫
fn(x) · g(x)dx

= lim
n→∞

∑
λ∈Λn

a
(n)
λ ĝ(λ) = 0

since
∑
λ∈Λn

a
(n)
λ ĝ(λ) = 0 for all n > N . �

Proof of Proposition 7.11. — Given ν ∈ PerL, consider a sequence
{νn} ⊂ PerL which converges to ν. Let v̄n(h) = νn(e2πih) and observe
that the family of maps {v̄n : Hε → C} is a normal family. Thus, we may
suppose that a subsequence {v̄nk

} converges locally uniformly to some func-
tion v̄. We claim that {v̄n} converges locally uniformly to v̄. In fact, by the
previous lemma, if {v̄mk

} is any convergent subsequence, then

(v̄nk
− v̄mk

)
(
x− i

2π
log

ε

2

)
converges locally uniformly to zero, as k → ∞. Therefore, {v̄n} converges
locally uniformly to v̄ and the proposition follows. �

7.5. Injectivity

To study the lack of injectivity of Φ we consider the unique automorphism
σ : L → L such that σ(t1/m) = e2πi/mt1/m for all m > 1. Note that σ is a
Galois automorphism of L over Qa((t)). In particular, σ is an isometry of
L.

If ν ∈ PerL is a Puiseux series of an end F , then it easily follows that
σ(ν) is also a Puiseux series of F and Φ(h− 1, σ(ν)) = Φ(h, ν). Therefore,
σ(PerL) = PerL. Since σ is an isometry, we have that σ(PerL) = PerL and

Φ(h− 1, σ(ν)) = Φ(h, ν)

for all ν ∈ PerL. Our next results shows that injectivity of Φ only fails in
the above manner.
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Proposition 7.13. — Let Σ be Hε×PerL modulo (h, ν) ∼ (h−1, σ(ν)).
Let$ : Hε×PerL → Σ be the natural projection. Then there exists a unique
map ΦΣ : Σ → Vε such that Φ = Φσ ◦$. Moreover, the map ΦΣ is injective.

Proof. — Suppose that (h, ν) and (h′, ν′) are elements of Hε×PerL such
that Φ(h, ν) = Φ(h′, ν′). From the definition of Φ, it follows that h′ = h−k
for some k ∈ Z. To prove the proposition is sufficient to show that ν′ =
σk(ν). For this consider sequences {νn}, {ν′n} ⊂ PerL converging to ν and
ν′ respectively. In {[1 : v̄ : ā] ∈ CP2}, denote by Πv̄ the projection onto the
v̄-coordinate (i.e., Πv̄([1 : v̄ : ā]) = v̄). By Proposition 7.11,

Πv̄(Φ(· − k, σk(ν′n))− Φ(·, νn))

converges locally uniformly to

Πv̄(Φ(· − k, σk(ν′))− Φ(·, ν)),

which has value 0 at h. By the Argument Principle, Πv̄(Φ(· − k, σk(ν′n))−
Φ(·, νn)) has a value 0 at some hn close to h for all n sufficiently large.
Since ends of periodic curves are either equal or disjoint, νn and σk(ν′n)
are Puiseux series of a common end Fn for all n sufficiently large. More-
over, these Puiseux series “evaluated” at the point hn coincide. Therefore,
σk(ν′n) = νn for all n large enough. Passing to the limit, σk(ν′) = ν. �

7.6. PerL from a Puiseux series dynamics viewpoint

To continue we need to give a Puiseux series dynamics interpretation of
PerL. In this subsection we establish a basic relation between iteration of
complex cubic polynomials near L∞ and Puiseux series dynamics. For this
we consider the one–parameter family {ψν | ν ∈ L} of cubic polynomials
with coefficients in L given by:

ψν L → L
ζ 7→ t−2(ζ − 1)2(ζ + 2) + ν.

This is a particular case of the one–parameter families already considered
in Section 5.

Before stating a rigorous relation of ψν with iteration of complex cubic
polynomials, let us give a more intuitive and informal discussion. The reader
that dislikes this sort of discussions may proceed to the next paragraph.
Near L∞ it is convenient to use coordinates (ā, v̄) = (1/a, v/a) in parameter
space PC and to make the change of coordinates z̄ = z/a in the dynamical
plane. In this new coordinates fa,v(z) becomes

z̄ 7→ ā−2(z̄ − 1)2(z̄ + 2) + v̄.
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Then we think of v̄ and z̄ as “functions” of ā. So after declaring ā = t

transcendental over C we may replace z̄ by ζ ∈ L and v̄ by ν ∈ L to obtain
ψν . In certain sense, ψν can be thought as the action of irreducible germs
of analytic sets (at points in L∞) on irreducible germs of analytic sets at
points in the dynamical plane C (here we view C as contained in the two
dimensional space with coordinates (ā, z̄)).

To give a rigorous discussion we restrict to the elements of L which are
“convergent along certain suitably chosen sums” in Hε. More precisely, we
say that ζ =

∑
aλt

λ converges in Hε if

sn =
∑
n!λ∈Z

aλe
2πiλh

converges uniformly in Hε and {sn(h)} converges for all h ∈ Hε. In this
case we denote the limit of sn(h) by ζ(e2πih) (compare with [6] Chapter
I.8). Our next result contains the key formula to move between dynamics
over L and dynamics over C.

Lemma 7.14. — Suppose that ν and ζ converge in Hε. Let h ∈ Hε and
write T = e2πih. Consider the cubic polynomial

fT = f1/T,ν(T )/T .

Then
[ψν(ζ)] (T ) = TfT

(
ζ(T )
T

)
.

Proof. — [ψν(ζ)] (T ) = T−2(ζ(T )−1)2(ζ(T )+2)+ν(T ) = T ((ζ(T )/T −
1/T )2(ζ(T )/T + 2/T ) + ν(T )/T ). �

Algebraically (e.g., see [12]), Puiseux series of ends of Per(n) are charac-
terized as solutions in ν ∈ L of the equations

fn1/t,ν/t(1/t)− 1/t = 0,

fm1/t,ν/t(1/t)− 1/t 6= 0 for all m ∈ N such that m divides n.
Note that any solution ν of the above equations belongs to Qa〈〈t〉〉 since
Qa〈〈t〉〉 is algebraically closed. After changing coordinates to ζ̄ = ζ/t, the
map ζ̄ 7→ f1/t,ν/t(ζ̄) becomes ψν(ζ). Therefore, ν is a solution of the above
equations if and only if ω+ = +1 is periodic and has period exactly n under
ψν . Hence we have the following Puiseux series dynamics characterization
of the elements of PerL.

Corollary 7.15. — An element ν of L is the Puiseux series of an end
of Per(n) if and only if the critical point ω+ is periodic of period exactly n
under ψν .
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Now from Corollary 5.6 we obtain the following.

Corollary 7.16. — The closure of PerL in L is PerL ∪NRL.

7.7. Almost periodic functions

In this subsection we upgrade the local uniform convergence of Proposi-
tion 7.11 to uniform convergence. Then we extract some conclusions regard-
ing almost periodic functions. More precisely we will prove the following
result.

Proposition 7.17. — If ν ∈ PerL and {νn} ⊂ PerL is a sequence con-
verging to ν, then Hε 3 h 7→ Φ(h, νn) converges uniformly to h 7→ Φ(h, ν).

The key to prove the proposition is the compactness result given by
Theorem 5.3.

Lemma 7.18. — If ν ∈ PerL, then {σn(ν) | n ∈ N} has compact closure.

Proof. — If ν ∈ PerL, then {σn(ν) | n ∈ N} is finite. Since σ ◦ ψν =
ψσ(ν)◦σ, if ν ∈ NRL has critical marked grid M, then σ(ν) also has critical
marked grid M. Hence, {σn(ν) | n ∈ N} ⊂ CM where CM is the compact
set (see Theorem 5.3) consisting of all η such that the corresponding critical
marked is M. �

Proof of Proposition 7.17. — Recall that Πv̄ : [1 : v̄ : ā] 7→ v̄ denotes the
projection to the v̄-coordinate. To simplify notation let v̄n : Hε → C be the
holomorphic function defined by v̄n(h) = Πv̄◦Φ(h, νn) and similarly let v̄ be
the function defined by v̄(h) = Πv̄ ◦Φ(h, ν). By the Maximum principle it is
enough to show that v̄n converges uniformly to v̄ in {Imh = −(log ε)/2π}.
We proceed by contradiction and suppose that there exists δ > 0, nk →∞,
xk ∈ R such that

|v̄nk
(xk − i log ε/2π)− v̄(xk − i log ε/2π)| > δ.

By passing to a subsequence we may also assume that there exists x∞ ∈ R,
Mk ∈ Z and |∆k| < 1/2 such that

xk = x∞ +Mk + ∆k

and ∆k → 0. From the compactness given by the previous lemma, we may
pass to a subsequence and assume that σMk(ν) → ν̂. Thus, σMk(νnk

) → ν̂.
Let v̄ν̂(h) = Πv̄ ◦ Φ(h, ν̂). It follows that

v̄nk
(xk− i log ε/2π) = v̄σMkνnk

(x∞+∆k− i log ε/2π) → v̄ν̂(x∞− i log ε/2π)
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and similarly

v̄ν(xk − i log ε/2π) = v̄σMkν(x∞ + ∆k − i log ε/2π) → v̄ν̂(x∞ − i log ε/2π)

which is a contradiction. �

The uniform limit of a sequence of periodic functions is an almost periodic
function in the sense of Bohr. To interpret ν ∈ NRL as a Fourier series of
the almost periodic function v̄ : h 7→ ν(e2πih) we briefly summarize some
facts about almost periodic functions and refer the reader for a detailed
discussion to [6]. A function f : R → C is almost periodic if the family
{f(·+ δ) | δ ∈ R} is precompact in the sup-norm. That is, every sequence
in this family has a subsequence which converges uniformly in R (i.e., in
the sup-norm). An analytic function f : Hε → C is almost periodic if
f(·+ iy) : R → C is almost periodic for all y > −(2π)−1 log ε. If f : Hε → C
is an analytic almost periodic function, then

aλ = lim
R→∞

1
2R

∫ R

−R
e−2πiλxf(x+ iy)dx

exists for all λ ∈ R and aλ is independent of y > −(2π)−1 log ε. Moreover,
aλ is non-zero for at most countably many λ ∈ R. Furthermore, the Fourier
series of f : ∑

λ∈R
aλe

−2πiλT

converges to f in the norm ‖ · ‖M defined in the space of analytic almost
periodic functions with domain Hε by:

‖g‖2M = lim
R→∞

1
2R

∫ R

−R
|g(x+ iy)|2dx

for any y > −(2π)−1 log ε. Also, if f is the limit of periodic functions, then
the periodic functions

sn =
∑
n!λ∈Z

aλe
−2πiλT

converge uniformly to f as n→∞. (See [6] Chapter I.8).

Since, as mentioned above, the uniform limit of a sequence of periodic
functions is an almost periodic function and the corresponding Fourier
coefficients also converge we obtain the following result.

Corollary 7.19. — If ν =
∑
aλt

λ ∈ PerL, then Hε 3 h 7→ Φ(h, ν)
is an analytic almost periodic function in the sense of Bohr with Fourier
series: ∑

aλe
2πiλh.
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Moreover,

sn =
∑
n!λ∈Z

aλe
−2πiλh

is an analytic periodic function, for all n > 0; and {sn(·)} converges uni-
formly to Πv̄ ◦ Φ(·, ν) in Hε.

7.8. Marked grid correspondence

To show that Φ(Hε×NRL) consists of all non-renormalizable cubic poly-
nomials in a neighborhood of L∞, we need to establish a correspondence
between the dynamics of ψν and the one of the complex cubic polynomial
corresponding to the parameter Φ(h, ν).

Proposition 7.20. — For any ν ∈ PerL, the critical marked grid of ψν
is the same as the critical marked grid of fΦ(h,ν), for all h ∈ Hε.

The main step to prove the proposition is to establish the assertion for
ν ∈ PerL.

Lemma 7.21. — For any ν ∈ PerL, the critical marked grid of ψν is the
same as the critical marked grid of fΦ(h,ν) for all h ∈ Hε.

Let us first show how to deduce the proposition from the lemma.

Proof of Proposition 7.20 (assuming Lemma 7.21). — For ν ∈ PerL,
denote by Mν the critical marked grid of ψν . Fix h ∈ Hε and let Mfν

be the critical marked grid of fν , where fν denotes the complex cubic
polynomial corresponding to Φ(h, ν).

Given ν̂ ∈ NRL, let {νk} ⊂ PerL be a sequence converging to ν̂. Fix
n > 0 and denote with a subscript n the corresponding level n marked
grids. Since fνk

converges to fν̂ , for k sufficiently large, Mfν̂
n = M

fνk
n

(Lemma 7.1). Assuming the lemma, we have that M
fνk
n = Mνk

n . By Propo-
sition 5.5, for k large, Mνk

n = Mν̂
n. Hence, Mfν̂

n = Mν̂
n for all n, and the

proposition follows. �

The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Lemma 7.21. We
will need the following fact.

Lemma 7.22. — Let F be an end of a periodic curve. Then the marked
grid MF of +a under fa,v is independent of fa,v ∈ F .
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Proof. — Since +a ∈ K(fa,v) for all fa,v ∈ F , by Lemma 7.1, the subset
of F where the (`, k) position of the critical marked grid is marked (resp.
unmarked) is open, and therefore closed in F . �

To prove Lemma 7.21, we fix ν ∈ PerL and denote by F the corresponding
end of a periodic curve. For h ∈ Hε, let

a(h) = e−2πih, v(h) =
ν(e2πih)
e2πih

.

To simplify notation, let

fh = fa(h),v(h)

be the polynomial corresponding to Φ(h, ν). The Green function of fh will
be denoted by Gh, a level n dynamical disk by Dh

n(z) and a level n annulus
by Ahn(z). The level 0 annulus will be denoted by Ah0 . The critical marked
grid of fh only depends on F so we denote it by MF .

For k > 0, we let νk = ψkν (ω
+) and fkh (a(h)) = vk(h). From Lemma 7.14

we have that vk(h) = e−2πih · νk(e2πih).

Lemma 7.23. — The following hold:

(i)
πmodAh0
log |a(h)|

=
Gh(−a(h))
log |a(h)|

→ 1 as Imh→ +∞.

(ii) Let q = 1 or −2. Assume that z1, z2 : Hε → C are functions such
that, for all h ∈ Hε, z1(h) is a level 2 point under fh, z1(h) ∈
Dh

1 (qa(h)) and there exists an annulus Ah which separates
{z1(h), z2(h)} from {−a(h),∞}. If there exists S > 0 such that,
for all h ∈ Hε,

modAh

modAh0
> S,

then ∣∣∣∣z1(h)a(h)
− z2(h)

a(h)

∣∣∣∣ = O(|a(h)|−2S)

as Imh→ +∞.

Proof. — Since (i) is a direct consequence of Lemma 7.2 we proceed to
prove (ii). For this consider the Möebius transformation Γh(z) = (a(h) +
z1(h))(z − z1(h))−1. The annulus Γh(Ah) separates {−1, 0} from ∞ and(

1 +
z1(h)
a(h)

)(
z1(h)
a(h)

− z2(h)
a(h)

)−1

.
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From Chapter III in [1] we have that

SmodAh0 6 modAh 6
1
2π

log 16(Γh(z1(h)) + 1).

From (i) we conclude that for Imh sufficiently large:

(7.5)
∣∣∣∣z1(h)a(h)

− z2(h)
a(h)

∣∣∣∣ 6 16
a(h)2S − 16

(
1 +

z1(h)
a(h)

)
Now replace in the previous equation z1(h) by qa(h), z2(h) by z1(h), Ah

by the annulus Ah1 (qa(h)) of modulus |q+ 1|−1 modAh0 and conclude that,
as Imh→∞,

1 +
z1(h)
a(h)

→ q + 1.

Combining this with equation (7.5), part (ii) of the lemma follows. �

For any j, k > 0, the level n disks Dh
n(vj(h)) and Dh

n(vk(h)) are either
equal for all h ∈ Hε or distinct for all h ∈ Hε. If we denote by MF

`,k the
entries of MF , then

modAh` (vk(h)) = 2−S` modAh

where S` =
∑`−1
k=0M

F
`−k,j+k. By the Grötzsch inequality (see [1]) it follows

that

modDh
1 (vk(h)) \Dh

n(vk(h)) >
n∑
`=1

modAh` (vk(h)).

Taking Ah = Dh
1 (vk(h))\Dh

n(vk(h)) in the previous lemma we immediately
obtain the following.

Corollary 7.24. — If for some j, k > 0 and n > 1 we have that
Dh
n(vj(h)) = Dh

n(vk(h)), then

ord(νj − νk) >
2

modAh0

n∑
`=1

modAh` (vj(h)).

Lemma 7.21 is implied by the following.

Lemma 7.25. — For all n > 1 and j, k > 0 we have that Dν
n(νj) =

Dν
n(νk) if and only if Dh

n(vj(h)) = Dh
n(vk(h)).

Proof. — We proceed by induction on n.
For n = 1, if Dh

1 (vj(h)) = Dh
1 (a(h)), then ord(νj − ω+) > 1. Hence νj ∈

Dν
1 (ω+). If Dh

1 (vj(h)) = Dh
1 (−2a(h)), then ord(νj − (−2)) > 2. Therefore,

νj ∈ Dν
1 (−2). It follows thatDh

1 (vj(h)) = Dh
1 (vk(h)) if and only ifDν

1 (νj) =
Dν

1 (νk).
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Now suppose that the lemma is true for n. Note that this implies that

modAν` (νj) =
2π

Gh(−a(h))
modAh` (vj(h))

for all ` 6 n. Therefore, if Dh
n+1(vj(h)) = Dh

n+1(vk(h)) then

ord(νj − νk) >
n+1∑
`=1

modAh` (vj(h)) >
n∑
`=1

modAh` (vj(h))

=
n∑
`=1

modAν` (νj) = − log rνn(νj).

Hence, |νj − νk|o < rνn(νj) and νj , νk belong to the same element of the
affine partition associated to Dν

n(νj). By Lemma 4.2 (i), νk ∈ Dν
n+1(νj).

To finish the proof it is sufficient to show that if Dh
n(vj(h)) = Dh

n(vk(h))
and Dh

n+1(vj(h)) 6= Dh
n+1(vk(h)), then Dν

n+1(νj) 6= Dν
n+1(νk). There are

two cases.

Case 1. Dh
n(vj+1(h)) 6= Dh

n(vk+1(h)): By the inductive hypothesis,
Dν
n(νj+1) 6= Dν

n(νk+1). Thus, Dν
n+1(νj) 6= Dν

n+1(νk).

Case 2. Dh
n(vj+1(h)) = Dh

n(vk+1(h)): In this case j, k > 0 and fh :
Dh
n(vj(h)) → Dh

n−1(vj+1(h)) has degree 2. Thus, there exist v′j(h) and
v′k(h) in Dh

n(vj(h)) distinct from vj(h) and vk(h), respectively, such that
fh(v′j(h)) = vj+1(h) and fh(v′k(h)) = vk+1(h). Similarly, ψν : Dν

n(νj) →
Dν
n−1(νj+1) has degree 2 and there exist ν′j and ν′k in Dν

n(νj) distinct form
νj and νk, respectively, such that ψν(ν′j) = νj+1 and ψν′(ν′k) = ν′k+1. It
follows that ν′j(e2πih) = e2πihv′j(h) and ν′k(e

2πih) = e2πihv′k(h). We claim
that

ord(ν′j − νk) > ord(νj − νk).

In fact, let

Γh(z) =
z − vk(h)

vj(h)− vk(h)
.

Since v′j(h) ∈ Dh
n+1(vk(h)) the annulus Ahn+1(vk(h)) separates v′j and vk

from vj and ∞. Therefore, Γ(v′j) → 0 as Imh → ∞ because
modAhn+1(vk(h)) → ∞. Thus ord(ν′j − νk) > ord(νj − νk). From here we
conclude that Dν

n+1(νj) 6= Dν
n+1(νk). For otherwise Dν

n+1(ν
′
j) 6= Dν

n+1(νk)
and

ord(νj − νk) >
n∑
`=1

Aν` (νj) = ord(ν′j − νk).

�
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7.9. Proofs of theorems 1.5 and 1.6

Since PerL ⊃ NRL, parts (i), (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 1.5 follow from
Propositions 7.11, 7.17 and 7.20. Hence, to finish the proof of Theorem 1.5
we just need to show that Φ(Hε×NRL) = NRC ∩Vε. For this purpose we
will need the following two lemmas.

Lemma 7.26. — Let Per = ∪Per(n). Then Per contains NRC\intNRC.

Proof. — Given (a0, v0) ∈ NRC \ intNRC and a small connected open
neighborhood U of (a0, v0) in PC we must show that U ∩ Per 6= ∅. First
we claim that the family {U 3 (a, v) 7→ fna,v(a) | n > 1} is not a normal
family. Otherwise, fna,v(a) would be uniformly bounded, for all n, since
a0 ∈ K(fa0,v0). Hence, for all (a, v) ∈ U we would have that a ∈ K(fa,v).
Therefore we would have that the critical marked grid M of fa0,v0 coincides
with that of fa,v for all (a, v) ∈ U (see Lemma 7.1). This would imply that
U ⊂ NRC which is a contradiction with f ∈ NRC \ intNRC.

Given (a, v) ∈ U , let a′ be the preimage of a in Da,v
1 (−2a) that is not

critical. It follows that for some n > 1 the map U 3 (a, v) 7→ (fna,v(a) −
a′)/(a− a′) must contain 0 or 1 in its image. Hence, there exists (a, v) ∈ U
such that fna,v(a) = a′ or fna,v(a) = a for some n. Thus, U contains points
in a periodic curve. �

Lemma 7.27. — The image of Φ : Hε × NRL → Vε is the set of all
(a, v) ∈ NRC \ intNRC such that |a| > 1/ε.

Proof. — Suppose that (a, v) ∈ NRC \ intNRC. By the previous lemma
there exists a sequence {(ak, vk)} converging to (a, v) such that ak is pe-
riodic under fak,vk

. It follows that (ak, vk) = Φ(hk, νk) for some hk ∈ Hε

and νk ∈ PerL. We may assume that hk converges to h ∈ Hε. Denote by
M the critical marked grid of fa,v and by Mn+1 the corresponding level
n + 1 grid. By Lemma 7.1 and Proposition 7.20, there exists k0 such that
the level n + 1 critical marked grid Mνk

n+1 of ψνk
coincides with Mn+1 for

all k > k0. According to Proposition 5.5, there are finitely many level n
parameter balls such that the level n+ 1 critical marked grids of parame-
ters in these balls coincides with Mn+1. Consider a nested sequence {Dn}
of parameter balls so that each contains infinitely many elements of the
sequence {νk}. In view of Proposition 5.5, the radius of Dn converges to 0
as n goes to ∞. Therefore, ∩Dn is a singleton, say {ν} ⊂ NRL, and there is
a subsequence of {νk} converging to ν. It follows that Φ(h, ν) = (a, v) �
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Although Branner and Hubbard already established that intNRC is
empty, we provide a proof which relies on Puiseux series dynamics. Never-
theless, this proof is not independent from Branner and Hubbard’s work.
With the following result we finish the proof of Theorem 1.5.

Corollary 7.28. — intNRC∩{|a| > 1/ε} = ∅. Thus, Φ(Hε×NRL) =
NRC ∩ Vε.

Proof. — If intNRC 6= ∅, then there exists h ∈ Hε and an aperiodic
critical marked grid M such that the closed and bounded set

SM = {v ∈ C | a = e−2πih and Ma,v(a) = M}

has non-empty interior. So it is sufficient to show that SM is totally dis-
connected.

According to Theorem 5.3, the set CM of all parameters ν such that ψν
has critical marked grid M is compact, non-empty and totally disconnected.
By the previous results, Φ(h, ·) : CM → SM is continuous, one–to–one
and contains ∂SM. But since CM is compact, Φ(h, ·) is a homeomorphism
between the totally disconnected set CM and its image. Therefore, ∂SM is
totally disconnected and hence SM is totally disconnected. �

Proof of Theorem 1.6. — It follows from Proposition 7.13 that ΦΣ is a
well defined injective map. In view of Corollary 7.28, we have that ΦΣ is
onto and, by Proposition 7.11, ΦΣ is continuous. It remains to show that the
inverse Φ−1

Σ is also continuous. For this let X be the preimage of a closed set
under $. We must show that Φ(X) is closed. In fact, consider a sequence
{(hk, νk)} ⊂ X such that Φ(hk, νk) → (a, v) ∈ NRC. By Subsection 7.5, we
may assume that hk → h. Then, as in the proof of Lemma 7.27, by passing
to a subsequence we may assume that {νk} converges to some ν ∈ NRL.
It follows that (h, ν) ∈ X and (a, v) ∈ Φ(X). �
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